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ABSTRACT

This report is based on material generated during a 1)CPA-sponsored

conference on blast-fire i.nteractiuns held May 21-21,, 1978 at Asilomar.

California. The conference was convened to allow a selected group of

-, authorities on Fire, air blast, structural response, and related techno-

logies to rethink the blast-fire ieffects of nuclear explosions on urban

areas, to identify technical deficiencies in the current state of the

predictive modeling att, and to plan a feasible research progtam to bc

accomplished within a reasonable time and budget.
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t SUMMARY

Fire from a nuclear-weapons attack is a direct threat to the popu-
latten of the United States and an indirect, long-term threat to national I
survival because fire can destroy the shelter, sustaining resources, and I
industrial machinery essential to economic recovery. Unresolved questions
about interactions between blast effects and fire effects preclude any I
reliable estimates of the incendiary outcome of a nuclear attack on the
United States. As such, these uncertainties are a major obstacle to
defense planning and Interfere with national security policymaking at
the highest Levels,

To rectify the technical deficiencies underlying the lack of pre-
dictahility of the incendiary outcome of nuclear attack on the United
States and to formulate a well-directed program of research, the Defense
Civil Preparedness Agency contracted with SRI International in early 1978
to convene a conference of authorities on fire, air blast, structural
response, and related technologies, This report covers the proceedings I
of that conference and its accomplishments.

The conferees identified the technical deficiencies that prevent or
inhibit the development of a theoretical or analytical basis for predicting
fire effects under the uncertainties introduced by interaction with air-
blast waves and blast effects. Recognizing the inherent uncertainties
concerning any futura nuclear event, and constrained to a planning philo-
sophy that requires the level of technical understanding to be consistent
with practical utility and commensurate with the level of perceived
threat, the conferees developed a logical. analytical framework for
structuring and pertorming a research program to either eliminate
technical deficiencies or reduce to an acceptable level the contribution
these deficiencies add to the uncertainties in damage prediction.
Recommendations were made for early attention to specific deficiencies
that are readily distinguished as key issues that prevent the development
of credible fire/blast models. Beyond this, most program elements could
"be seen in outline only, although the conferees unanimously held that
analytical modeling of blast-fire interactions was not only the goal of
the program, but a necessary adjunct, through sensitivity analysis, of
program planning and review.

"This report 6escribes, in some detail, the first two years (fiscal
"years 1979 and 1980) of an optimally funded program ot 5--yr duration.
The technical objective of the program was to produce an analytical
method for reliably predicting fire behavior and incendiary-damage pro-
duction. Three levels of modeling detail were seen as the minimum
requirement:

iv
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F A general urban fire-dlistrIbution/spread model for
areas of Light-to-moderate building damage.

A 'hole-tn-the-doughnit' model, appli cable to areas
of heavy damage.

A specl f c-resource vulnerability model, applicable
to a critical resource rhireatened by tire exposure.

Choice and/or development of the ne,.'•sary analytical methodology
Ls a first order of business. Unfortunately, little progres.s can be
made until the basic blast/fire interactions are understood. This, in
turn, necessitates experimental Investigations of the causal factors and
concepts, and determinations of input data and empiricisms. Therefore,
a strong experimental program is recommended to support and Interactively
complement the theoretical and analytical developments.

The FY79 program, estimated to cost $920K, initiates development
of blast/fire predictive modeling complemented by analysis of dynamic
structural response and debris distribution calculations for single

k structures and a renewed attempt to estimate secondary fire incidence
from retrospective, historical data on earthquakes, wind storms, and
explosions. Experimental tasks include drag-lift experiments to com-
plement debris translation calculations and shocktube studies of the
physics of interactions of blast waves with burning objects of idealized
geometry and composition. These e::periments would be coordinated with
the development oL a dynamic-flow, boundary-layer theory for shock/fire
interaction.

The FY1980 program would see a substantially increased level of
V activity, estimated to cost about $1.3 million. Much of the work initiated
I1 in FY79 would be continued; verification experiments in connection withL, Misty Castle high-explosive tests are also suggested. Structural res-I=

ponses and debris distribution calculations would attempt to treat the
more practical situations found in urban complexes. The development of
the predictive blast/fire analytical models would parallel large and
small scale experiments. If sensitivity studies, initiated in FY79,
show the uncertainties to be Important, the doubtful ignition thres-
holds for large areas of mixed fuels, especially the question of whether
transient ignition is or is not important, would be reliably establishedI. through experiment.

E This program is expected to culminate with one or more full-scale
simuations of urban/industrial complexes subjected to the combined
blast and fire effects of a nuclear explosion, possibly involving a HE
test series dedicated to resolution of blast/fire problems.

A program of this stcope, and relatively short duration, requires
strong, consistently applied monitoring and coordination to ensure that
the obtainable goals are significant, to maintain a level of performance
that is consistent with need, and to synchronize complementary or depen-
dent elements, These requirements point to the need for DCPA to

v
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designate a lead laboratory to conduct some key across-the-board elements!Sof the research and to direct and coordinate th~e variety of compiltmentary
casks done by. contractors and other contributors.t
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I INTRODUCT I ON

IFire has long been the singlv most destructive agent In tIffe of war,

and it has figured significantly in many natural disasters. fn warfare,

fire's preeminent role as a destroyer of man and his works appears un-

diminished by the replacement of convontional with nuclear weW,)ons..

Rather, the intense pulse of thermal radiatilon emitted by the fireball

of a nullear explosion can light more fires than the heaviest fire-bomb

rails of World War TI. One largo nuclear weapon might cover much of a I

thousand-square-m le area with fires.

Fire from a nuclear-weapon attack threatens that part of the pope- ]
lation that might escape death or InJnry from blqst and prompt radiation

effects and that might be suitably sheltered from radioactive fallout

and residual radiation. Fire also threatens national viability and

economic recovery because it can destroy not only the structural port of

the urban environment that survives blast effects but also the heavy

equipment and other industrial machinery essential to productivity,

resupply, and reconstruction.

Current U.S. planning, based on assumptions of national resolve and

effective preparedness actions in a period of crisis preceding attack,

contemplates two actionj:

The relocation of high-risk elements of the population
to minimize its exposure to direct effects.

Expedient implementation of countermeasures to protect
the population (mainly from fallout) and the critical
utilities, industries, and resources (mainly from blast).

!Much of the heavy industria) machinery in the United States can

survive the blast effects of any foreseeable attack so that, following

a period of reconstruction and repair, productive output might be re-

stored with little delay. Moreoverthe use of expedient hardening counter-

measures during the crisis period before attack could reduce this delay

|I

|.I
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and increase the survival rate il all areas except around ground zero.

NUvurthluess, fire could destroy hundreds of square miles around the

point of impact, damaging nearly irreplaceable heavy machinery upon which

Industrial and economic recovery dupend. Similarly, much of the surviving

human population, protected from fallout, may later perish from fire.

If the fires from a nuclear explosion merely consumed debris in

already blast-razed areas, without threatening the surviving population

and its resources, then the effect could not be regarded as significant.

Hlowever, if the fires started in the less severely blast-damaged areas

and spread to undamaged tracts, then fire would probably retain its his-

toric role as a city destroyer.

There are some limiting factors, however, to the damage. Ignitionby thermal radiation occurs most readily in thin, flammable material; and

major fires develop only after some time has passed, during which some of

tthe light-fuel fires may go out but some may spread to more substantial

fuels and eventually involve whole structures. Within a few seconds to

a minute after the thermal flash from a nuclear burst, the blast wave

arrives, and it may blow out many of these young fires. If this possible

fire suppression by the blast wave is particularly effective, the number

of persistent fires may be dramatically reduced. It could reduce the

problem of firefighting to manageable dimensions in areas where blast

damage is light, but where fires might otherwise become too numerous to

put out.

Such antagonism between blast and fires is largely conjectural; more

specific facts and circumstances are needed to confirm or dismiss this

effect. Certainly, the blast can totally change the macrostructure of an

urban complex from one of discrete structures with discontinuous fuel

arrays that force the fire to spread by jumping across open spaces, to

nearly continuous fields of debris of variable depths, composition, and

compactness, through which fire may spread steadily. This is an unfamiliar

situation--not commonly experienced even during the massive air attacks of

World War IT--a situation about which we can at present only speculate.

2



Planning for the defense of the United States against nuclear

attack must include the best possible understanding of these effects and

their interactions. While the potential for incendiary destruction is
I awesome, the actual threat remains uncertain. If incipient fires pro-

duced by thermal radiation from the nuclear fireball were consistently

extinguished by the subsequent air blast, in a given set of circumstances,
or even if the development of fire" were slowed just enough to permit

suciessful firefighting and remedial relocation of the public, the effects

might be greatly diminished. To remain ignorant of the possible magni-

tude of such ameliorative effects of air blast and to neglect their potun-

tial remedial benefits is to overestimate the real impact of fire. On theI
other hand, neglect of the u__niqe, potential. for fires to threaten human

survival and destroy resources, whenever fires would orevail .despit2

blast effects and emergency intervention, leads to planning measure:s that
. ignore the stark realities that might someday separate national survival

from disaster and defeat.

For a considerable time, the interactive effects of blast and fire
have been recognized, buit only a limited research effort has been directed

toward understanding and quantitatively evaluating them. These effects

include the dynamic influences (enhancement as well as extinguishment)

i of the passage of the air shock over ignited materials and the pertur-

bations in fire growth and spread caused by the residual disarray produced

_-. in target elements by blast effects. This research has, to date, provided

some insight. bLt the pizture is clouded by seeming contradictions that
can only be resolted tturough additional, and suitably directed, experi-
mental study, complemented by the development of a rational methodology

for combined-effects damage assessment.

This report develops the elements of such a program of research.

It represents a concensus of many views held by nationally recognized

authorities in fire research and protection, blast effects, structures,

and related technologies.

1 3



II BACKGROUND

Overview

.- The Five-City Study, conducted under DCPA sponsorship in 1966-67,

suggested that fire effects estimated without regard for perturbations

due to air blast effects and the damage and fuel redistribution resulting
from them could be seriously erroneous.1 2 Subsequent experimental

investigations3,4 terded to confirm this but left the matter unresolved

because of the seeming contradictions that arose from piecemeal efforts,

poorly coordinated test designs, uncorroborated observations, and other

deficiencies. Some descriptive and seiniqoantitatJve information about

fire spread in blast-damaged buildings resalted from full-scale building
5 67burns, ' and an experimental project on fire spread through debris 7

provided the first parametrically resolved data and empirically derived

relationships available on fire spread through debris of variable depth,

density, and composition. From thir rudimentary knowledge of the inter- I
active effects of blast and fire, sevecal attL:mpts were made to describe

V. fire effects in blast-damaged urban areas (see Appendix A). At precent

wp have little confidence in these estimates, although results calculated '
from the independently developed analytical models of the Five-City

Study have tended to converge. In a recent attempt 8 to compute the

incendiary outcomes of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

the results were broadly consistent with the reported damage.

Ji Of the several critical uncertainties, perhaps the one that over-
shadows all others is the extinction (or supeso)of fire byair

blast since it raises suci questions as: how many (if any) fires survive

the bias,, in what conditions, and in what locations? In short, the

combinations of conditions that either suppress primary fire starts---

reducing them for a time to a smoldering state--or extinguish them out-

right cannot he predicted. In an attempt to determine the basic physical

mechanisms of interaction between burning objects and air blasts of

5



varying descriptions, DCPA (in 1973) funded the development of a speci-

ally designhd Blast/Fire shocktube at Camp Parks, California.9 The

project was not completed under DCPA sponsorship, but just this year
(after a 4-yr break in the activity) DNA has provided funds for com-

pleting the facility and demonstrating its research capability. (See
i Appendix B.) Developments in thermal-pulse simulation offer hope for

combined-effects tests at full scale as well as the versatility for i
parametric studies of the mechansims of interaction in more idealized

representations of fuel arrays, fire processes, and modes of their res-

ponse to air shock, pressure, and flow. (See Appendix C)

Fire ModelsI
V I

Several competitively developed models for the initiation and spread
1 2,10

of fires reached a stage of utility during the Five-City Study.'

To compare the results, these models were applied independently to evalu-

ate fire effects in San Jose, California. The scenario was specified in

advance, and a common data base was provided. Blast effects were inten-

tionally ignored except for secondary fire. The damage contribution due
to secondary fire was derived from the earlier risk assessment of McAuliffe I
and Moll, which in turn had been developed from historical information.

Each participant was encouraged to conduct on-site surveys and to acquire

data for his fire model, but little constraint was applied to the method

of data acquisition or its level of detail. I

The results of the participants were substantially different, II
enough so that DCPA employed two new contractors to review independently

the models and recommend a course of action. The conclusions of these

reviews are nearly as valid today as when they were published in 1970,

and they are of fundamental importance to future research plans.

The SRI review12 was limited to the fire-spread aspects of fire

modeling and commented on the lack of:

Mass-fire model development

'Treatment of spread mechansims besides radiationi
* Consideration of effects of fire control countermeasures,

III
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Development of a spread model for blast-damaged confi-
gurations.

The SRI authors were unwilling to select any candidate model to meet

future civil defense needs, and suggested the independent formulation

of an alternative model.

rf ~13
The I)ikewood review concentrated on fire initiation and early

fire development; accordingly, they included the Naval Applied Science

Laboratory Fire-start model 14 along with the broader-context models of j
SURS, I IITRI, 2 and SSI. 10The Dikewood study showed that, even without

introducing the uncertainties of blast perturbation, simplifications

introduced into the models led to quite different estimates of the

probable severity of the initial fire threat. The Dikewo.d authors were

less critical of the fire-initiation models than the SRI reviewers had

been of the fire-spread models, In fact, they made specific suggestions

as to which model might be used in different applications and how each

might be used to provide a framework for specifying needed additional

research. They stressed the importance of developing a "good scientific

model" before trying to arrive at a simpler operational model.

The Dikewood authors, pointing to the omission of blast interaction

in the Five-City Study, commenced: "The nuclear attack fire problem is

radically different where overpressures cause essentially complete col-

lapse of structures," but they acknowledged that the interactions of

blast a,,! fire were not well enough known to permit systematic treatment

in any fire model.

In seeking a model amenable to modification that would qualify it

as the basic framework for a civil defense fire model, the Dikewood

study concluded that both the NASL and IITRI models were strong

Scandidates. In NASL's favor were the following factors:

Treatment of actual street patterns

Use of much more use-class-dependent data

Inclusion of distributions of attenuators at window
openings

Ability of model to summarize results for an entire city

More accurate treatment of effects of window shades. I
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Against the use of the NASL model were the following factors:

Inability to relate the predicted ignitions to building
fires or even to room flashover

Inability to obtain the data required for appli-
cation to numerous cities

,Inferior modeling of the fireball-shielding and

building-window-room interior geometry compared to
SSI or IITRI

Uncertainty concerning validity of the "ignition volume"
concept.

Arguments in favor of adopting the basic structure of the IITRI

model were:

Excellent geometrical analysis, resulting in the
intensity of received thermal radiation at every
point on the ignition plane

"Careful treatment of the "seen" area of the fireball

Relative ease of applying model to a "new" city

Compatibility with existing fire-spread models.

Against the adoption of the IITRI model were the following points: I

* Application to other use-classes of data specific to
residential occupancy

"* Lack of treatment of nonnormal azimuthal angles
* Use of precalculated distributions of separation

distances and room contents and room sizes
* Assumption that a room flashover implies building

burnout,

The Dikewood study found little difference in the adaptability of

the two models; thus, major changes would be required if either model

were adopted. In their view, the decision depended on such factors as:

The long- and short-range goals of a national program
using the results of any urban nuclear fire study and the
relationship between these goals

* Likelihood of funding levels sufficient for continued
research and data-gathering

Urgency associated with developing a working "scientific"
"model.

I
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Considerations such as these led Miller and his coauthors to make

the following recommendations:

" 1) For immediate use--no time or funds available for
E model modifications--use the IITRI model. It does,

a respectable job of treating the important para-
meters, uses a moderate amount of computer time,
and is relatively easy to apply to a "new" city.

" 2) For short-term development and upgradlng--moderate
funding available--use the IITRI model, with the

following modifications:

allow use of detailed (use-class dependent, where
possible) inputs concerning:

I
attenuators at the windows,

size, shape, and sill height of windows,

distribution of window coverings (flammable
and nonflammable),

fraction of window openings shaded,

number, type, and arrangement of room
contents,

size and shape of room,

combustibility of structure,

shielding by vegetation, as a function
of season,

location of tracts and orientation of
streets within them, and

distributions of separation distances along
and across major streets.

in order that the program may include the process of
summarizing the results citywide, so that the effects
of various attack conditions and defensive actions
can be readily assessed.

"These changes require a major rewriting of much of
the model, and use of much of the NASL type of data.
The suggested model also makes use of something akin
to SSI's use of the Gage-Babcock rating system.

"3) For long-term development--substantial funding
available or time scale of completion not a factor--
adopt the NASL model, with the following modifications:

9
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adopt the I rTRI procedures for calculation
of the irradiated area (or volume) within
the room, with proper provision for variable
room size and accurate treatment of the "seen"

f incorporate the capability to handle separation
distance distributions in two directions, i
add the capability to predict room flashover

from various ignitions and their proximity to
major fuel items (it is at this point that the
major research effort will be required),

include the effects of shielding by vegetation,

incorporate the ability to predict building
burnout based on room flashover(s) and something
similar to the Gage-Babcok index (another sub- I
stantial research effort required here).

"The development of more realistic fire-start models
requires a much better understanding of several dis-
parate phenomena, and incorporation of their effects
into the models. The most apparent are as follows:

blast-fire interactions,

shielding phenomena by live vegetation, and
build-up from ignitions into fuel-array fires.

"Blast-f ire interactions are not well understood, but blast
effects are thought to affect ignition and build-up of
fires in a number of ways. Among these are blowout of
some ignition points by blast winds, redistribution of
ignition points and fuel arrays, generation of secondary
ignitions, shield of building from part of the thermal
pulse by shock-wave-generated dust clouds, and modifi-
cation of the nature of fuel arrays and building fuels
by shock waves. The rates of intra- and inter-building
fire spread are also expected to be modified by blast
damage. Much additional work is required to define and
understand properly the blast-fire interactions. I
"Many urban target areas contain substantial amounts of
live vegetation. Possible shielding effects from steam
and oil vapors from trees and plants when they are ex-
poscd to thermal pulses are not well understood. In some
cases the phenomenon is known to be quite effective in
shielding against thermal radiation. The application
of shielding phenomena such as this to fire-start models
is apparent. More research is needed to define this
phenomenon and its importance under various conditions.

10 jlIi
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"The probability of build-up of fires from ignitions
in tinder to fuel array fires is not well understood,
particularly in the multiple ignition case where
fire interactions are involved. This build-up
process is obviously crucial to development of struc-
tural type fires by intrabuilding spread, and if not
well understood could lead to serious misstatements
of the severity of the fire problem. More work is
needed to better characterize this process.

"Once blardt-fire interactions are better understood,
the problem of assessing fire starts from an attack
on a blast damaged tartet area could be meaningfully
"considered. Fire-start models could then be developed
that accommodated multiple warhead attacks or target
areas and adjacent regions. In this case consideration
of fire-induced winds resulting from fires started by

Lt an initial attack might be important in considering
"build-up of ignitions generated by subsequent attacks.

"The extension of fire-start (and fire-spread) models
to a multiple-burst case appears to be a rather com-r
plex project involving many poorly defined phenomena,
and would require much additional research to rom-
plete realistically. In many cases, of course, a
multiple-burst attack delivered over some period
of time is more likely than a sinzle-burst attack, I
hence such an eztension seeris justified.

"AddIttonal phenomena whose investigation and inclusion i
tN fNr,-start models may be of value are:

local weather characterization in the
target area--i.e., probabilities of rain,
fog, cloud cover, clear skies, etc., at j
the time of an attack.

non-normal incidence of thermal radiation
on interior ignition points--its effects
and importance, and
improved characterization of urban target

areas, perhaps by the use of aerial photo-
graphy, to establish distributions of ex-
posed windows, window sizes, street ori-
entations, angles of incidence, exterior
fuel arrays, etc., for use directly in
fire-start models. Such distributions
could be defined as functions of azimuth

and elevacion angle for various use classes
in urban areas and used to predict exposures
to thermal pulses from various fireball sizes
and locations."

[ II
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nperimental Data

Effects of Blast on Fire Initiation

The earliest published study specifically directed to effects of

nuclear explosions waa an experimental investigation of the extinction

thresholds of flames in forest fuels under interaction by long-duration
flows representing nuclear air blasts, The authors reported evidence

that incipient fires In kindling fuels were extinguished by air blasts

of low peak overpressureu This study, which was nearly forgotten until

the Five-City Study, was subsequently confirmed in general outlines by

experiments in the URS shock tunnel, although the results were not sub-

stantiated in detail.

Using furnished rojms as full-scale simulations in the URS shock

t- nnel, Coodale found that:

To extinguish all. flames in the test rooms required a
threshold value of incident blast overpressure in the
range of I to 2.5 psi.

This threshold was not markedly affected by the size
of the windows through which the blast propagated;
from this observation the author concluded that extin-
guishment of flame over the surface of interior kindling
fuels is nct determined solely by particle velocity of
the flow near the burning object nor by its duration

Kindlings that can aupport smoldering combustion will
continue to smolder following extinction of the flame.
Smoldering debris commonly resumed active flaming after
delays ranging from minutes to hours.

High-speed motion pictures revealed at least one instance
of flames being swept from the burning surface, apparently
by shearless displacement which accompanied shock dif-
fraction, suggesting the importance of a sudden (or dis-
continuous) pressure rise.

The second finding above (and the conclusion associated with it)

suggests a corollary that either pressure or pressure change is impor-

tant to the mechanism of shock extinction. Tramontini and Dahl 1 5

tacitly assumed such factors were unimportant. The uncertainty about

the relative importance of these factors prompted the design of the

12
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blast/fire shocktube, still under construction at Camp Parks, California.

In this facility, all of the characteristics of the shock can be con-

trolled and independently varied by the investigator.

E The other experimental efforts in the URS series of blast-fire

studies provided additional insight into the relative importance of

shock, pressure, fLow and duration (both positive pressure and flow).
16Martin et al investigated shock-induced flows in test enclosures of

"the URS shock tunnel and confirmed'the applicability of theoretical

and numerical methods for approximate solutions of such flow problems.117

Using Melichar's r "si-steady-state theory of flow throl'h openings,F 16
Martin et al. concluded that early-time flows Into unciu3ures were

Insensitive to room orientation and geometry and that inltial inflow

velocities were dominated by "side-on" overpressures. This study in-

cluded detailed numerical calculations of the Eulerian-mechanical des-

cription of flows into chambers following shock diffraction. These

calculations were used to predict dynamic pressures that were in sub-

stantial agreement with experimentally observed flows and also consistent

with the approximations afforded by the simpler computations of the

I. quasi-steady-state model.

18,19Two subsequent studies conducted by Goodale in the URS tunnel
1 18

are noteworthy. In 1971, Goodale explored the effects of higher over-

I'' pressures (to a maximum of 9 psi) on the residual smolder that had con-

Ssistently been observed after the blowout of flames at 22 psi. The

higher overpressures did not produce a smolder-extinction counterpart to

the hlowout of flames. No trend was evident between 5 and 9 psi. Cus-

hions filled with polyurethane foam and kapok failed to smolder after

flame blowout at all overpressures. Goodale concluded that cotton bat-
!I ting may be especially susceptible to smoldering and, therefore, items

Clearly, filling times (and, hence, rates of decay of inflow velocity)
do depend on the relative sizes of rooms and openings, but the early-
time velocities--which are apt to determine whether extinguishment
occurs or not--are determined mainly by the initial pressure differen-
tial.

13



cont•uining this substance may represent a special hazard that could be

eliminated by changing this material. In a separate study, 19 Coodale

tried to quantify tile hazard due to burning curtain fragments trans-

ported by the flow through windows following shocks of lower overpressure.

(All experiments were conducted at I psi to avoid blowout.) He concluded

that the transport of burning fragments by blast can be extremely
hazardous, but that this mechanism depends critically upon the time the

blast wave arrives relative to tile stage nf the burning curtains or

drapes, which in turn is a function of the weight of the fabric comprising

the window hangings. He recommended further inveitigation of these de-

pendencies because of the great incendiary potential represented by this

synergistic interaction between thermal ignition and blast, even at

relatively large distances from ground ;,ero.

A more reliable method was needed to anticipate the delay between

thermal exposure and the peak-burning phase of hanging fabrics. Given

this predictive capability, plus better statistical data on the distri-

bution and frequency of various kinds and weights of fabrics used as

window hangings in urban occupancies, one could then confidently compute

frequencies of significant fires in urban interiors resulting from the

combination of thermal ignition and the subsequent transport of burning

curtain and drape fragments by blast from nuclear explosions.

In a later study,20 Wilton et al. used the URS "Long DuratJon Flow

Facility (LDFF)" and found that the placement of the burning item in the

"room, relative to entries and exics, and fuel type were the critical

variables for extinguishment. Both cellulosic and synthetic materials

were investigated. Some items were confined and others unconfined; all

were flaming at the time of simulated blast arrival. fnider the experi-

mental conditions (i.e., flows equivalent to those that w~uld result from

reflected pressures, external to the chaisber entrance, of 2 to 4 psi )

* i
Note, however, that in the LDFF a true pressure discontinuity is not
produced and the pressure differentials are mainly dynamic.

14



Vext1i nguii.hmentL ocvurred only when samp lies were located in reglo.nIi of

Iihigh fl ow veloV'IIL1 es (,lcar entrancms, exits, and 1.n some geometries,

near the center of the room) ; permanent extinction occurred only In

I ightw eight fI't-Is. In heavi..r fuels, complete extingutshment never

occurred; rather, flaming subsided to a' smolder, rekindling to flame

within a few minutes.

During Operation MIXED COMPANY, Wiersma and Martin participated

in a 500-ton TNT expl.osion to demonistrate extinguishment by shearless

displacement and to seek the scaling relationships for the interactions

governing the process. Shearless displacement of the flames did not

occur, nor werc any of the fires extinguished, not even at the 5-psi

station. The horizontal fuel. beds of liquid hydrocarbon, .iechanically

stabilized wlth a gravel "wick' were essentially flush with the ground,

and the nonideal shock beliavior near the ground might account for the
22unexpected behavior. After the test, the shock was reported to be

appreciably degraded near the ground surface. Thus, the fuel beds

probably experienced a gradual pressure rise, and potential flow accom-

panied by an already-established turbulent boundary behind the shock.

They also -night have been subjected to a substantially reduced overpres-

sure. Moreover, since a liquid hydrocarbon was used instead of the usual

solid fuels of urban enclosures, the result could be due in part to the

¶ relatively high vapor pressure and low latent heat of vaporization of

the hydrocarbon fuel.

At the 120-ton high-explosive detonation of Misers Bluff, SRI

assisted BRL in an attempt to establish at least one experimental point

of high confidence. A well-anchored cushion of vinyl-covered poly-

urethane foam, one-half of which had been covered with terrycloth to

enhance smolder, was positioned well above the ground surface and exposed
-2to a thermal fluence of nearly 20 cal cm and, 2-sec later, a 7-psi

shock. The motion-picture sequences showing the shock interaction are

not yet available, but oboervation after the shot indicated that the

fire had been initiated in both halves of the cushion by the thermal

exposure and then completely extinguished by the subsequent shockwave.
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Effects of Blast Damage on Growth and Spread of Fire

Little Is known about the growth and spread of fire in blast-damaged

buildings. Some reasonable inferences can be drawn from models of ven-

tilatlon effects on fire behavior in enclosures and configuration factor
Se~on~cepts of radiation heat transfer, but these are largely unsupported

23 24
j by experiment. The pioneering studies by Shorter et al. and by Labes

establ'shed a pattern for subsequent full-scale tests of burning buil-
dings. In a comparative study of damaged and undamaged buildings,

Vdak 25
Vodvarka found that the blast-damaged structures burned in one-third

to one-half the time required for undamaged structures.
26

xin a similar study at Camp Parks, California, Butler, using a

series of nearly identical barrack sections as test specimens, compared

the fire dynamics of one partially collapsed unit with uncollapsed
counterparts. The burning rate of the partially collapsed unit in-

j• creased more slowly and decayed more rapidly than the fires In the

9 undisturbed units. As in the IiTRI experiments, the duration of active

burning was substantially shorter.

In subsequent tests, the fire behavior in totally collapsed struc-

tures was dissimilar to anything previously experienced with structures.

The fires were characteristic of debris fires, spreading at a rate deter-

mined largely by the ambient wind but influenced by the degree of broken-

ness of the structural components and the state of compactness of the

remains.

Debris fires were conducted by TATRI in response to the concern of

0CP4 over fire effects on shelters.27 These studies showed that fires

1< within debris piles, typical of the remains of residential occupancies,

delivered their maximum heat flux to the shelter exterior within the

first hour and subsided rapidly thereafter. Toxic gas generation was

also short lived. On the other hand, deep debris piles, representative

of 'he destruction of total structure, produced slow-burning fires

generating gases that tended to hug the ground.

16



To date, the most definitive study of fire behavior in debris was
7

a DCPA-funded joint effort between SRI and NSWC. The study was con-

T ducted in two phases: the first in the laboratory; the second, involving

large-scale burns, in the field. In both phases, debris fire behavior

was observed; measurements were made on the rates of fire spread, durations

of active flaming (i.e., residence times), and concentrations of gas

effluents; and the dependence of the observed and measured debris fire

characteristics on wind speed and on variables in debris makeup were in-

vestigated.

The rates at which flames spread through debris were strongly de-

pendent on ambient wind velocity and on the nonfuel-to-fuel ratio of the

debris. The rates of spread were only moderately dependent on fuel

loading and almost independent of fuel-size dis:ribution. Debris compo-

sition and compactness also appeared to affect flame-spread rates, but

these variables were not studied independently nor extensively. Carbon

monoxide yields averaged about 100 lb per ton of combustible content of

the debris, independent of the conditions a.id circumstances of burning.

Concluding Remarks

This section has briefly reviewed tbe current state of blast/fire

interaction technology. More than an exposition of our understanding of

the problem, this section indicates how little is confidently known and

points up the major deficiencies that exist and that require additional

research.

17



1 `Il NATURE AND SCOPE OF TilE PRESENT STUDY

Ii
Conference Format

To formulate ai plan of action for advancing our understanding of

lblast-fIre Interactions we convened a working conference of assembled

F' authoritiLes representing the highest level of expertise and authority

In the requisite disciplines, These conferees were brought together in

t a "Gordon Conference" atmosphere, conducive to uninterrupted attention

to the problem and a full and free exchange of ideas and background
information. The meeting was held at the Asilomar State Park and Con-

ference (;rounds on the Monterey Peninsula in California. The agenda and

list of attendees are presented on the following pages.

L. WorkshopA 2 roach

To encourage and direct development of specific program planning

elements, the meeting was structured into three workshops, Following

the general session, the attendees were assigned to separate workshops

to formulate plans of action and to report back, at nppropriate times,

to the general session. The three workshops and their assignments are

described below.

WorkshopI : Physics of Fire-Shockwave Interactions
(Leader: Harold Brode; Recorder; William Taylor)

The concern of this workshop was the various potential mechanisms

I, of shock/flow interactions with burning fuels that might act to extin-

L, gulsh the fire or to otherwise significantly modify the combustion pro-
"ress. Attention was given to a parallel development of experimental

tests and theoretica] models or conrepts. Physical hypotheses that could

|be tested experimentally were postulated. The applicability of existing

test facilities and anticipated test opportunities were also reviewed and

II evaluated.

19
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"AST.LOMAR 1978

AG ENDA

May 21 Sunday evening (nfter dI.mnnor).

Keynote--"ObJ.,ctivcs., for U.S. l'rcparedness and thv, ir
Implications for Clvil D)efense les l.gn Options"
by CLI[ford . H•Luin, l)nputy Director, DIPA
(Sqee Appendix 1)).

May 22 Monday morning:

General SVsston--Bllast/FJre Perspective
Fire Iffects of Nuclear Explosioi's (Martin)

IDNA Programs--(.ol~laterali Effects (Kennedy) j
lDCPA Programs--Popolation Protection;

Shelter and Rclocation (Bensen, Kerr)
15RL Programs--Shncktube and HE Testrs (Taylor)

Monday afternoon:

C-neral S'qs.si.on--Strict'ir ing the Workshops,;

"G(;oal set and asstgngments made;
Adjourn to workshops for remainder of afternoon.

Monday evenlng:

6(;Cnral Session--Technology Uldnatc
Structural Response Program at Dice Throw

(Carl Wlehle)
Casualty Prediction (Andy Longinow)
Therinal Simulation for Large-Scale Air Blast

Experiments (Bill Taylor)
Fire Propagation Model: A Continuity Approach

(Gekirge--See Appendix E)

May 23 Tuesday morning: Workshops Continue

Tuesday afternoon;

Genelral Sessioni Midpoint Review of Workshop Progress

Resume Workshop Activity

May Tuesday evening: open

May 24 Wednesday morning Continue Workshop Activity, Prepare Summaries 1

Generat session, Ireemtaion of Workshop

Summaries
Adjournment
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DCPA BLAST/FIRE CONFERENCE

ATTENDANCE LIST

Raymond S. Alger (Ray) Tom Kennedy ISRI International 
Defense Nuclear Agency

Menlo Park, CA 94025 Washington, D.C. 20305

Norman J. Alvares (Norm) James W. Kerr (Jim),Lawrence Livermore Laboratory Emergency Operations Systems IBox 808, L-Stop 442 Division RE(EO)
Livermore, CA 94550 Defense Civil Preparedness Agency
David Bensen (Dave) Washington, D.C. 20301
Hazard Evaluation & Vulnerability Anatole Longinow (Andy)Reduction Division-RE(HV) lIT Research InstituteDefense Civil Preparedness Agency 10 W. 35th Street
Washington, D.C. 20301 Chicago, Ill. 60616
Harold Brode (Hal) Stanley B. Martin (Stan)|R and D Associates SRI InternationalP.O. Box 9695 Menlo Park, CA 94025 

4Marina del Ray, CA 90291

H. L. MurphyClay P. Butler (Pres) H. L. Murphy Associates1427 Floribunda 
Box 1727

Burlingame, CA 94010 San Mateo, CA 94401Ii I
H. M. Cekirge Clifford E, McLain (Cliff)Basic Technology, Inc. imergency Operations Systems7125 Saltsburg Road Defense Civil Preparendess AgencyPittsburgh, PA 15235 Washington, D.C. 20301 4
Francis E. Fendell (Frank) Richard Park (Dick)R1/1033 

National Council of RadiationpTRW
Oe SProtection 

6 MeasurementsOne Space Park 7910 Woodmont AvenueRedondo Beach, CA 90178 Bethesda, MD 20014
Thomas C. Goodale (Tom) John Rempel
SRI International SRI InternationalMenlo Park, CA 94025 Menlo Park, CA 94025

Kenneth Kaplan (Ken) William Taylor (Bill) -I30 White Plains Court Ballistic Researbh Laboratories
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International Power Technology
506 Oakmead Parkway
Sunnyvale, CA 94025

C. Wilton (Chuck)

p" Scientific Services, Inc.
1536 Maple
Redwood City, CA 94064
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I

Workshop_ 2: Blast Response of Urban Elements and Deg cri tIons
of the Resulting Fuftl Disaray

(Leader: Thomas Kennedy; Recorder: H. L. Murphy

In this study, we were less interested in responses of struc-

tares, per se, than in how the blast wave interacts with them and their

contents to modify fire initiation, growth, and spread. Thus, the

emphasis was on the diffraction of shuckwaves into rooms, room-fillJng

flow mechanisms, (as these may perturL fuel contents and incipient fires)

and changes Jn structural geometry and integrit (as these may affect fire

growth and intrastructural spread), and the generation and distribution

of debris (representing fuel disarray and a possible continuum for in-

terstructural Fire spread).

Critical pieces of missing information were to be identified and

used to establish requirements for pertinent research activity. Where

such research might complement and extend on-going or planned research

progrems, recommendations to include the additional tests were made.

Workshop3: Fire Dynamics in Blast Perturbed Fuel Arravr
(Leader: Raymond kiger; Recorier: Riciard Park)

The concern of this group was divided Into three parts: enclosure

fire behavior, debris fire behavior, and blast-caused (secondary) fires.

Among the juestions posed were the following:

Civen a fire start, what changes in enclosure
characteristics would bring about changes in fire
behavior?

When does an enclosure cease, effectively, tu act
as an enclosure?

Given a fire start in debris, what parameters govern
behavior?

How well do we need to describe debris?

The group was also to identify the inputs needed to describe fire

growth and decay in the urban target, the destructive environment, and

its history, above and below ground. Having identified the needed inputs

the group was to formulate a program for acquiring this information.

"23
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Finally, they were to reexamine the question of secondary fires and

recommend further study, if appropriate.

Output Statements of WGrkshop I

F The Fire/Shockwave Problem

[: A limited scenario may place the fire/shockwave problem in perspec-

Stive. Tmagine a large metropolltan area having several. major industrial

installations, air fields, and port facilities, all of which may he

subject to specific targeting in an attack. Although the immediate sur-

rounding urban areas may suffer extensively from blast damage and fires

beyond the heavily destroyed area, much of value might be saved if it

can be saved from burning. The area beyond a blast peak overpressure of

2 psi might be such an area. From a 5-megaton air burst, the area
exposed to less than 2 psi lies 8 miles and farther from the point of

explosion. Some 200 square miles of damage may lie inside that circle.

In the area 8 to 13 miles away, substantial thermal fluence will fall
2

(from 10 to 60 cal/cm , dependent on the visibility and distance),

[ enough to start many fires.

In that vast area (300 square miles), if the blast wave of I or 2

psi blows out the fires that the thermal pulse started, much of value

could be spared the ravages of fire, and many homes or shelters saved

for the survivors. More important, many of those who would otherwise

perish in the fires might be spared. Some firefighting could become

practical in such areas. Civil defense planning could be directed to

6 saving people and houses in large areas otherwise destined to burn. In

the suggested example of a 5-MT explosion, only 30 seconds are required
for the blast wave to reach the 2 psi point (8 miles). This is ample

I' time for people to take cover to avoid flying glass and other objects,

but not a great deal of time for fires to spread.

I Experiments simulating the effect of a blast wave on a radiation-

initiated fire indicate that the blast may either enhance the fire or

suppress it. The number of experiments, and the instrumentation used,

make any definitive statement at this point unjustified. 2 8 Nevertheless.
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I
a long-standing (quarter-century-old) uncertainty now may be asked with

more urgency and more justification: Is there not a critical range of

overpressure (say, 2 to 5 psi) for which the blast may extinguish fires

initiated by the thermal radiation? Of course, this is a multiparameter

problem involving the physical and chemical properties of the fuel, its

size and orientation, the state of burning at the time of shock arrival,

and the thermodynamic and dynamic environment to which the fuel is ex-

posed after shock arrival. A more complete enumeration is given below.

Despite its complexity, it is a well-defined problem with significant

implications for the fire threat accompanying thermonuclear attack.

Further, we have the technology to resolve the uncertainty.

Our Current Understanding of Blast Effects on Fires

As with many effects of nuclear weapons, little direct information

is available; much of what we know about the effects of blast on fires
28is indirect and inferential. Early atmospheric tests with nuclear

explosives suggested some blast suppression of ignitions. Further, I
shock tube5 and high explosive tests indicated that blast waves of I

modest strength (greater than 2½ or 3 psi) could blow out the flames of

many fires, but ware likely to fan rather than extinguish glowing
3,21

ignition. In fact, if the blast were too short in duration or too

weak in overpressure (and hence wind velocity), it might actually fan
i. the tire.

The type of fuel can also make a difference: Fires from liquids

or gases may be harder to blow out than the fires from solid fuels. 2 1

A sofa ignited orly seconds earlier may have its flames blown out by a A

blast wave, but the quick creation of char and the persistence of
glowing ignition may lead to a subsequent ignition and the continued

3
growth and spread of the fire. Curtains may be completely consumed

and drop to the floor before the blast reaches them, thus spreading less j
flaming material than would be the case if the active-burning phase

were longer or the time before blast arrival were shorter. 1 9 ' 2 9 A

25
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F
wcl 1 -estab.lIshed fire from a previous burst may provide copious fire

brands and cause many more new Ignitions when struck by the blast wave

from a subsequent burst.

Many parameters can play some role in the processes of blast/fire

Interactinn, but we are unlikely to know them fully. In any event,

the scant information available from experiments or from Hiroshinta or
30

Nagasaki does not allow much more than speculation about the relative

importance of such factors. Nevertheless, a fairly complete (but not

exhaustive) list of parameters is presented in Table 1.

Table I

FACTORS EXPECTED TO PLAY A ROLE IN THE
EFFECTS OF BLASTS ON FIRES

Physical

Overpressure (range)

Wind or partical velocity (flame removal, convective
cooling of fuel)

Increased oxygen partial pressure (can increase burn rate)

Drag pressure or fuel movement (disruption of fuel arrays)

Yield

Duration of blast winds and overpressure

Flame displacement

Time of blast arrival (after ignition)

Time of thermal pulse (duration)

Spectrum of thermal pulse (surface temperatures of fuel)

Peak intensity and total thermal pulse

Debris distribution

Height of burst

Amount of heat on fuel (direction and intensity of irradiance)

Direction of blast

Thermal precursor effects on blast winds and direction

The significance of precursor shocks and particulate effects
on radiation, etc.

S26
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Fuel arrays

Orientation relative to gravity

Dimensions (height, length, width) i.e., geometrical configuration

Reflectivity (color)

Surface roughness (texture)

Position relative to other fuel arrays

Shadowing, shading, attenuation, e.g., effects of curtains,
windows, etc.

Position relative to blast openings or reflections from walls

Susceptibility to blast transport, drag properties

Micrometeorology

Visibility (dust, smoke, cloud cover, haze)

Natural winds

Air temperature

Solar preheating

Humidity

Chemical Kinetics

Fuel properties

Ignition threshold

Absorptivity (opacity, albedo)

Thermal conductivity

Moisture content

Heats of vaporization

Thickness

Heat capacity

Density

Mass transpiration rates

Burn character

Depth of char

27
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Persistence of char
Heats of combustion

Radiation spectrum, emissivities

P Smoke properties

r Constituents and amount of combustible vapor emitted

Distance of flame from fuel surfaceL.I

Dynamic blast-fire interaction factors

Boundary-layer growth and thickness influences on flame
separation from fuel

Relation between wind velocity and snuffing

S~role 
of fuel bed length and orientation

S~Blast 
flow along nr counter to flame, plume, vapor trail

1• direction

Flow in roams, reflections, reversed flow
!Movement of heated air or hot gas from absorbed thermal or

flames

MIultiple-burst environments multiply the complications

[ UnsatjsfaCt(ac y as the present t(chnology seems, in view of the
progress made in other branches of combustion sciences, our understanding
is not so retarded that a decade wili be required for results to evolve
from the research. Rather, within 3 to 5 years, the blast/fire inter-
action probiem nould he well in hand If we pursue a systematic and

complementary program of experimentation and theoretical development.
As supporting evidence for this optimism, we can cite, for example,

tho recent progress on wind-aided flame spread .31 We can now predict
at:curately the rate of flame spread (If any) along a combustible, par-
tially burning sample suddenly exposed to a hot sustained flow that

28
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travurss stlll-nonpyrolyzing portions of the fuel array. This problem

Involves coupling of gas and solid phases, with dependence on at least

two spatial coordinates and time. (ne part of the fuel array evolves

combustible vapors that burn in the air-vapor mixing zone near the

solid surfac4 where these vapors escape the solid, while the remaining,

cooler part of the array .is not yet heated enough to produce vapor fuel.

The demarcation separating the two parts moves across the array as time

passes, and the unsteady progress ran be modeled theoretically. The

complex coupling between gas-phase heat release in the resulting dif-

fusion .flame and endothermic pyrolysis In the solid was too difficult

to handle mathematically only as recently as 2 to 3 years ago. This

Stefan-type problem, with its split boundary condition along the cri-

tical interface, has now been solved mathematically.1 While it does

not incorporate all of the difficulties of shockwave interactions with

burning objects--especially the pressure discontinuity and highly tran-

sient fluid flow--it offers hope that the lagging theoretical aspects

of the problem can be brought quickly abreast of the experimental

developments If a concerted, complementary approach Is used.

Research Program

The research program has three key objectives:

investigate the physical/chemical mechanisms for
idealized fuels (simple geometries and known pro-
perties) interacted upon, during free burning, by
ideal shocks of controlled characteristics.

o Develop analytical models that can Predict the effects

of idealized blast/fire interactions, and extend the
models to predict nonideal effects, such as inter-
actions between diffracted shocks and charred and
porous solid fuels.
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)escribe the sustained primary Ignition field for the
fire-de-velopment models.

The research p.an outilned heroin addresses tho quiostions that civil

d.funse plannurs ask about the probability of fires occurring and

spreading when a large nuclear weapon is detonated. Typical zf such

Iquestions is the following- "Will the blast wave enhance or extinguish
a fire within a structure that is In the low overpressure region." The.

plan firsr treat., fires from noncharring fuels and shows how important

blast flow velocity is In regard to flame speed. This investigation

highlights the importance of boundary layers and may help explain the

different effects observed in the MIX9D COMPANY and VRS tunnel experi-

ments. In URS tunnel experiments, photographs showed a shock sweeping

the flame from the fuel and extinguishing it. The thre.ihold of extin-

guishment is assoriated with a pressure level ( 2 psi) but the result

cannot be applied to a free field case (the MIXED COMPANY Gravel wick =

experiment) which showed that free-field pressures up to 5 psi would

not extinguish a noncharring fuel.

Despite the many differences between the two experiments, our in-

tuitiou strongly suggests that extinguishment cannot he related to

overpressure alone. We do not believe that weak overpressure, static

pressure only, wculd extinguish a flame from a noncharring fuel. In
fact, minor effects such as heat of compression and an increase in

available oxygen would tend to support combustion. We do believe
that the air flow velocity associated with an overpressure, will, if it

moves swiftly relative to flame speed, extinguish a flame. The flame -4
must of course move out of the fuel bed; otherwise reignition may occur.

Even so, reignition can occur with the displaced flame out. of the fuel

bed if vapor is contiguous to both the fuel and the flame. Such a con-

dition could hardly exist in a turbulent boundary layer that may exist in

some shock interaction problems.
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While 1 ,:iose approximation to a full.-scale thermonuce.ar test is

desirable, the value of less expensive, more rapidly executed, and easily

repeated tests in laboratory facilities is to he emphasized. Only under

such controlled testing can the matrix of test.% required for a multipara-

moter prohblm be carried out. Rxisting facilities include sources of

high radiative exposure, facilItles exploiting geometric scaling by use

of pressure levels, subsonic ducts permitting the sudden onset of severe

thermal environments, and shock-tube and blowdown tunnels that tailor

the amount and duration of overpressure. Even if these facilities can

accomplish only very partial modeling, the partial checkout of the theo-

retical model is well worthwhile. As the complexity and sophistication

of experiments increase, one can conceive of large fuel arrays ignited

by (simulated) thermal flashes and exposed to the fall blast from large
i ~~high explosive ch|arges or from the conical shock tube or other largoe•

t blast simutlators. Such full-scale simulation can assure the veracity of

piecemeal modeling ard prevent oversights.

The development of a workable theoretical basis for predicting blast

effects on fires would be of great utility in the face of so many vari-

ables. As noted earlier, theoretical modeling should not be delayed,

since theory appears to he lagging experimental work. Predictive

theory is important because a validated prediction forms a more reliable

"basis for extrapolation and strategy guidance.

The testing of all possible fuels, arrangements of fuel arrays,

yield ranges, burst heights, etc., would require a formidable program

without the guidance of theoretic models. To facilitate the prior (or

at least parallel) development of theoretical models, early experimental

I programs should include simple, idealized flame and blast sources that

t can be readily simulated in theory. The program should have all signi-

I ficant processes included (though not necessarily at the outset) and

I should have a consistent level of approximation throughout. The goal is

not to have, for example, sophisticated chemical-kinetlc rates and mecha-

nisms, but naive fluid-dynamical flow-field representation.
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I'ropo2ed Exprimmnts

Thu following experiments are proposed for this study:

Conduct flamelout studles on noncharring fuels

- Determine blowout velocities when under
tinder various boundary-layer conditions,
unheated air pisses over a short length of fuel

- Repeat the measurements for heated air

- fiasurv extinguisloment or Intenslflcatton of
similar ideal fires as a function of over-
pressure and duration for ideal shocks

- Examine effects of fuel properti(4s, amount,

and distribution ori extinguishment or inten-
sification

- Determine wall refler'tion and opening de-
fraction effects

Conduc: flameout studies on charring fuels

- Perform an idealized solid fuel and shock
wave study on chat depth versus shock charac-
teristics and the time of arrival

- Investigate a range of char types and toe effects
of surface properties

- Examine the boundary-layer effects and the iii-
fluence of the flame position with respect to
the boxindary layer

. Measure effects of shock/flow

-Study effects of fuel geometry, arrays, and
orientation

Perform fanning and rekindling experiments

- Examine rate of firespread versus shock
strength

"- Stidy transport and reignit 4.on for glowing V
embers in a blast wave

S- Consider role of blast wave in providing i•
fuel for the tire

Determine large-orea ignition thresholds

ln lnvestýgate multiple burst effects

- Observe effects of expanded delay between
:. first thermal exposure and shock, e.g.,

deep charring
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I.
E- Examlnu Ignltion and extinguishment
iconditions in mixed debris

Consider effects of smoke on air density

Verify suitability of heat sources (e.g.. oxy-
propane torch, AI-O 2 balloon, plrotechnics) for
"simulating thermal pulse ignition tinder dif-
ferent experimental circuimstances

Correct model deficiencies found in course of
experimental program, Including nonideal inter-
act ions

" Develop and verify model to permit prediction of
extinguitshment/intensificatilon effects in full-
scale field tests of urban-target simulations.

Conclusions

Mass fires from nuclear attacks could be the major cause of damage

to cities. Any further research on the interactions between the blast

have and thermal igitions should evaluate the relevance of such inter-

actions ti the three phases of defense: "before attack," "during attack,"

"and "after attack." Much can be done before an attack: combustibles can

be moved or covered, thermal shields can be erected, firefighting crews

and materizls can be prepositioned, crews can ]earn what to look for

(smoldering furniture, charred clothing, etc.). In the few tens of
u. ~seconds between the thermal flash and the arrival of the shock, little

can be done, but the time between multiple bursts may allow some emer-

-gency actions. As a consequeur~e of this research, we may establish

i! tat the bulk of exterior fires are extinguished by the blast, and that

the interior ftref, are the ones that will persist after the attack.

Such research coald increase the usefulness of fire prevention and fire-

fighting procedures.

Many parameters can be readily Lnvestigated in shock tubes and in

laboratories. As a check against the inadvertant oversight of factors

"The converse is also credible and can be plausibly argued from current
evidence.
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not represented in ideali:,,ed exposures, lnrge-scile tests of structures

and typical contents with flash-initiated fire-a and high expl.osive blasts

could provide a worthwhile conclusion to the program.

We have seen evidence that blast waves can extinguish some ignitions;

but, surely the accompanying air flow can also fan glowing embers and

spread firebrands from well-establ.ished fires.. The circumstances leading

to the suppression or intensification of fires need more careful deli-

neations and some further experimental eifferentiation,.

The nature of the threat to major U.S. industry from nuclear attack

is a major consideration in the cost and strategy of the preparedness

measures to be undertaken. The blast/fire interaction not only influences

the techniques and perscnnel expertis,! used to protect existIng mnanu-

facturing facilities, but also may affect future alteration and expansion

plans of heavy industry. The time to initiate the requird technical

investigatiun is at the outset of any resurgent civil-defense artivity.

Output Statements of Workshop 2

Single Buiilding Studies

Single buildings can be analyzed with present tools, knowledge, and

computer programs to determine their resistance to blast, their breakup,

and distribution of their debris. To accomplish this, buildings need to

be classed by type of construction, but this can be done without difficulty

State-of-the-art techniques consist of computer programs as well as

r, considerable body of experimental data that can be used to analyze the

dynamic response and collapse of various building elements and whole

buildings. These programs have been used with blast-loading techniques

to predict the collapse of elements in a variety of National Shelter

Survey buildings. These procedures can roughly predict the amount of

debris from collapsing building elements, but because of unknowns in the

loading on each wall of a cnmplex building geometry (as well as the

effect of collapsing walls on subsequent loading), the problem can only

"be bounded, not solved explicity.
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Programs are also available to analyze the elastic and Inelastic

response of structural frames. At present these programs do no include
collapse mechanisms, but the output can be used to reasonably estimate
the probability of frame collapse. The translation of debris produced 1
by collapsing building walls con also be predicted with current programs.

These programs require Input in the form of the wall velocity at collapse .
and the size of fragments. The final dinpositlon of the postulated frag-

ments can also be predicted with these models, but to date this capability

"has not been experimentally verified.

Building Contents

The distribution and breakup of contents caused by an entering
•oblast wave can be predicted for certain idealized situations. If theonly opening to a room is in the wall that is struck head-on by the

blast wave, the subsequent flow (including entrainment of light debris

within the room) can be approximated with existing tools. These methods

include mathematical analysis (RIPPLE and/or simple roomfilling) verified

by reference to results of past experiments (URS tunnel, BRL model base-,

ment, and DICE THROW structures I and 2). This information may also serve

to describe the flow adequately for purposes of predicting extinguishmEnt ]
"of primary fires and creation of secondary fires. 3

In the more general case, however, when the openings are in differpet

walls, the analyses are appreciably more complex, and new analytical methods

will be needed to handle the situations involving intersecting flows.

The same is true of flows through connecting rooms. The presently avail-
able methods are probably not good enough to adequately define debris

distributions. I
Similarly, we have adequate tools to treat the collapse and breakup

of a wall struck head-on and to analyze the conversion of structural

elements into debris. The principal weakness is a lack of understanding

of how fragmentation occurs in a sufficient variety of wall types. Also

experimental verification of the debris translation model is required.
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Structural debris., when it occurs, would likely be superimposed on

room-content debris,

Building interaction. The debris in a builtup area depends on the

nature of the buildings in the zone in question. Parameters entering

the problem include:

Relative location of buildings

Sizes

Structural systems

Relative strengths

Orientations relative to the blast direction

SBuilding contents

Times to failure/collapse

The blast wave is expected to be altered by these parameters, thereby

producting a debris pile substantially different from that produced by

the same buildings if located in the open, whose individual debris elements

are simply superI.mposed. This problem is not well understood, and the

importance of indlvidual parametels is not well known. Good tools are

not available, but crude estimates can be made using existing tools.

Multiple buildings. The extension of single-strtrcture blast

loading information into a city complex has not been realistically accom-

plished. Previous studies used models of structures of uniform size.

New work is needed to investigate nonuniform-sized structures (shadowing),

blast wave propagation down streets (channeling) and other phenomena

that could affect structural loading and subsequent debris distribution

within a city. Again, proven tools are not available, but crude esti-

mates can be made.

Multi-burst effects/response. The air blast and ground shock environ-

ment that results from two or more closely timed detonations is at

present not well understood; the Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA) is working
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now to provide environment definition data. The response of a given

building to two or more loadings is to some extent understood; however,

the uncertainties associated with the first loading are compounded by
their impact on the starting point assumptions for the beginning of the

second loading calculations, making the second and succeeding loading

calculations less and less credible. No data exist on multidetonation-

formed debris and, to our knowledge, no attempts have been made to

examine analytically debris formation from more than one detonation.

"The study of multiburst-formed debris is not thought to require high
priority at this time, since the state of knowledge from single bursts
is weak. As work advances with respent to single-burst effects, multi-

bursts may be considered.

Research Program
A two-path program is proposed. One path will continue the logical

development of computational and experimental techniques to predict the

translation of interior contents and structural debris and their dis-

tribution. These are defined as complementary efforts and are discussed

"in the following subsection.

The main thrust of the program, which is outlined in Figure 1, is

a step-by-step research program to develop structural damage and debris

data required for the blast-fire interaction program. The first two steps

of the program, Analysis of Individual Structures and Analyze City Complex

(Crude Cut), can realistically be accomplished in 18 months to make

possible rough approximations of the debris distribution within a city.

The first step, Analysis of Individual Structures, includes the following:

Develop structural damage and debris contours for
each of the building categories/types ab a function
of air blast overpressure. These contours will be
derived using available computational techniques
that will need to be refined and automated.

* Estimated time of completion of this task is 12
months; however, portions of the work, by specific
building type(s). will be available in 9 months.
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Tf e second step, Analyze City Compeex (Crude Cut)w uses theresults

from the first step to approximate roughly the debris distribution within

a targeted city. Currently, San Joset California is suggested because

of the excellent data base available. This step is very important since

V

It yields early majorrdata for fire researchers, and also points out thes

"areas where further extensive research Is requ accd.

FgrThe third step, R ip.exerlsficatson Experiment, may consist

Tof onhe al or severp l alel experiments; they will be better defined

during the early phases of the program, but are planned to include a

fmultstructure small building test during the Misty Castle event,

shock tube tests of structures and structural elements, and laboratory
tests. This task should be finished by the end of the second year.

Based on the results of the tests and Inputs from the fire researchers

plus results from the Complementary Efforts a more accurate debris dis-

tributTon pattern will be developed for the first city complex, San Jose;n
Figure 1 shows this step, Refine Analysis- tCiy oplx i

The final step, Analyze x-Number of City Complexes, applies the

developed technology to other citieso o t he systems, determine
differences among cities, and furnish a broad data base for use by the -

blast/fire research community. The total program is estlmased to take

3 years; a preliminary cost estimate for the first two steps and related
complementary efforts is $500,000 to $600,000.

S~Complementary Effortsi

I The principal complementary efforts listed by Workshop 2 are given

•' • below: .

S~Debris interaction: inve3tigate the Importance of multiple ,
'lil debris-debris interaction on the final debris pile•!

Drag and lift coefficients: develop experimentally a list

• of drag and lift coefficients for representative debris

pieces, including furnishings.
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Debris catalog: develop and computerize a debris catalog for
a set of buildings by floor level.

interacting flows: using hydrodynamic codes auad shock tube
experiments, develop an engineering method to predict flow
patterns and drag on contents in a room with openings on
adjacent and/or opposite walls.

Multiroom flow patterns: develop engineering methuds for pre-
dicting flow through a complete floor plan of interconnected
_ _rooms,

Oblique incidence: calculate loading and clearing of pres-
sure fronts reflected at oblique incidence from exterior
walls and roofs in a manner analogous to current methods for

estimation of head-on reflected blast waves.

City complexes: improve our understanding of diffraction of
blast waves through, and perturbations of flow over, city
complexes exposing models in shock tubes and at high explosive
field tests. These models should reflect the size variation
and distribution of structures present in cities or in an
actual candidate city. (Some shock tube efforts to study
drag on rectangular blocks in tandem and a few pressure dis-
tributions among uniformly distributed identical rectangular
blocks have been reported.)

Trajectory verification: develop confidence in results of
cajculation of debris trajectories by experimental verifi-
cation. Currently used drag and lift coefficients, as well
as spring constants controlling debris-ground Interactions,

are pure extrapolatione from other fields of engineering.
Past full-scale high explosive experiments may provide some
evidence for this verification of the documentation is
adequate.

L Hysteretic behavior: cxtend available resistance functions
for exterior and interior wall elements to include hysteretic
effects, so that dynamic response can be predicted for raver-

sal of load function on walls.

New wall types: develop resistance functions for wall types
that have not been previously treated, but are important to

blast/fire interaction.

Structural properties: perform laboratory te~sts to deter-

mine dynamic material properties to supplement available
data (e.g., timber elements such as floors and stud walls.)
Mixing of debris types; study interaction of debris between

various types of buildings, e.g., industrial buildings and

residences.
Frame analysis: ex::amine available dynamic inelastic building
frame programs for possible appli,..ation to nuclear weapon
effects, and modify candidate program to include collapse

mechanisms.
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Model use: determine how small a scale can be used for

structural and debris models and yet provide adequate
degree of confidence in resulting data.

r Output Statements of Workshop 3

Chronologically, the description of fires in perturbed fuels covers

9 the period following the rearrangement of structures and their contents

by the blast and the initiation of serious burning. Organizationelly,
*

the deL.cription of the sustained ignition field (from the Workshop 1
k program) and the description of the debris field (from the Workshop 2

program) are combined to provide the basis for predicting the subsequent

fire behavior. The objectives of these fire predictions are threefold:

(I) to estimate the threat to people, (2) to determine the effects on

property, and (3) to assess the potential remedial benefits of counter-

measures. If the evacuation plans have been executed successfully, .he

people threatened are those key individuals remaining in shelters and

others in the target arca; so the prediction vonceras their requirenctits

for survival and the restrictions imposed by the fire on their performance
of assigned duties, Two aspects of fire erfects on• protiertv arv of con-

cern; first, the loss os supplies, materials and essential records, and

second, the damage to industrial facilities and equipmeat that determines

the country's recovery potential. The effects of counterinp~tsres an fires

also have tWo facets: the control or limiting of the extent of damage;

and the development of procedures that expedite the reutoration of

fucilities and equipment.

Approach

Two major steps are involved in reaching the Workshop 3 objectives:

first, the fire threat must be defined (i.e., the temporal and spatial j
F such fires clearly constitute a portion of the population of initial

fire starts.
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chiaracteristi(s of the thermal field, the products of combust.ion and

pyrolysis, and the consumption of combustibles); second, an analysis

must be made of the response of people, property, and countermeasures

to the threat. The fire behavior emphasized will vary somewhat according
to the distance from ground zero. For example, in regions of sparce

Ignition where the fire is growing, attention will be focused on ignition

susceptibility and the rate and pattern of fire spread. In regions

pof full fuel involdment, the burning rate and fire intensity become most

• .fuImportant. The products of combustion (smoke, heat, gases and vapors)

define the threat to be ameliorated with appropriate countermeasures.

Fire behavior predictions can be based on empirical data, analytical

models, or a combination of the two. Such predictions cover flame-spread

rates, burning rates, and the liberation of energy and products as a

function of the burning fuel and Its environment. Table 2 lists the

important parameters Involved in such predictions.

Table 2

PARAMETERS PERTI.NENT TO THE PREDICTION 01' FIRE BEHAVIOR

Fuel

Type of structures and contents

Amount: size and loading of structures

Chemical and physical properties, paiticularly the
thermal properties

Geometry or arrangement, i.e., size of individual fuel
elements, their distribution in size and space, and•"'•.degree of distruction

W Environment j
Is Air: wind velocity, direction, and flow pattern

il. Heat sources and sinks: noncombustibles, amount, size,
and distribution

Thermal properties of nonfuels

Compactness or pcrositv of debris
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Areas of Knowledge and Ignorance
I

In general, our knowledge of fire behavior is most complete for

simple fuel arrangements burning in environments where the ventilation

conditions and thermal sources and sinks are also simple and well-

defined. Complex arrays of combustibles and noncombustibles or varying

ventilation conditions soon expose our ignorance. The matrlx in Table 3

indicates these areas of strength and weakness in the knowledge of fire

behavior, The table lists the major categories of structures found in

typical urban areas. Each category defines the preblast fuel and environ-

mental parameters. After the blast, the structures are rearranged in

various degrees, ranging from broken windows and light damage (column 2)

to piles of nearly homogeneous rubble (column 6). The upper left corner

of the matrix (namely, single family buildings with little damage such as

would be encountered in the I-psi region and beyond) represents the con-

dition where information is most complete and probably adequate for

predictive purposes. Past work such as the IITRI room and house burns

and NOL-SRI house burns ecupled with current activity at NBS, JPL, IITRI,

and SRI provide considerable experimental data and analytical insight for

this case. Also, the existing fire records contain sufficient historical

data to cover most of column 1, that is, the undamaged or virtually

undamaged etructures of various types.

Moving to the right along the single-family-house line, the

knowledge becomes increasingly sparce until the lowest point is reached

in columns 4 and 5. Column 2 covers damage to the room contents

"ranging from slight to a complete stirring of the fuel. While information

is sparse about the well-stirred fuel case, it is probably adequate,

"particularly after the fire spreads beyond the room of origin. At that

, point, the mode of buildup in the room becomes of little concern and

the fire has progressed beyond the limits of self-.help. In column 3,

the structure has been opened sufficiently to permit flames to spread

from room to room, to expose combustible structural members normally

shielded by the wall coverings, and to increase the ventilation. One

SRI fire of this type gives an inkling of the burning characteristics
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Table 3

4ATRIX OF FUEL CATEGORIES AND DEGREES OF DAMAGE

_i• --- ~ý -- -.. . .. 4 cil,
J.J

0.

~"1)

to
,.,.I0 0. 4 ) >

0 o4 ,,,- C-.W I

H ~ .1d,-I1 . 440

i' I• ZI 0•,a •

W 0 P- Ut- 4 04 W a

I. Woodframe and brick-.•
veneer residence F E L L L F r

2. First three floors
with weak walls E F P P P L

3. Fourth and higher floors

with weak walls F P P p P P
4. Steel and reinforced

concrete, framed F F ? ? ? ?

5. First three floors of

building with strong walls F F ? ? P "

6. Fourth and higher floors
of building with strong walls L F ? ? ? ?

7. Massive masonry buildings L P ? ? ? ?

8. Industrial, heavy
manufacturing F ? ? ? ? ?

9. Industrial, refineries
and chemical F ? ? ? ? ?

,.4

E = Extensive data
F = Fair
L = Limited data

P = Poor, not much data
? - Uncertain
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but leaves us In a poor position for predictions. Similarly, little

data exist for columns 4 and 5 but the large number of possible fuel

distributions lead to less certainty regarding fire behavior for these

damage cases. A little more information is available for column 6,

row I because of the I[TRI shelter studies urner debris fires and the

SRI obst.rvations on thin layer debris pile fires. Adequate information
IIs available to assss the effects of fires on shelters but not to

: predict fIh•f spread in the uncertain configurations involving fuel and

"nonfuci.If
The taller buildings represented in rows 2 through 7 provide the

potential for much deeper debris piles than those that have been

studied. Consequently, there is much uncertainty about flame spread

rates and patterns, burning rates, and the products of combustion.

The industrial categories represented by rows 7 through 9 are also

areas of ignorance; however, the variations from one type of plant to

another probably require a case-by-case examination instead of the

averaging process employed for dwellings.

Spatially, the area of ignorance is the doughnut between the hole

of complete collapse and the rim of few ignitions. This picture

assumes that for some distance around ground zero, sustained ignitions,

both primary and secondary, are sufficiently concentrated to eliminate

the concern of fire spread over significant distances. The blast-fire

interaction studies should define the boundary of the hole, and the

debris field work should describe the corresponding fuel-nonfuel situation

If the homogeneous mix of debris exists only in the doughnut hole,

[ column 6 in Table 3 can be neglected from the standpoint of fire spread.

At distances corresponding to the light damage in column 2, i.e.,

broken windows and some rearrangement of the room contents, the existing

ability to predict the occurrence of the sparse primary ignitions is

probably adequate. A substantial body of ignition data exists for this

relatively unperturbed case. Also, the historical information on fire

spread in American cities is largely for undamaged buildings.
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The intervening doughnut remains the principle area of importance,

with respect to both fire starts and fire spread. Descriptions of bothI. the ignition field and the debris fields are essential to the study of
fire behavior in this region.

' ~Suggested Program Elements and Priorities .

The proposed program contains five major elements and each element

involves several tasks, Since all the elements are essential to the

stated objectives, Lhe priorities are assigned to best use the prere-

quisite information about the ignition field and debris field as it

arrives jfrom Workshops 1 and 2. Several tasks can proceed concurrently.

Dencribe the fuel bed. This element involves a joint effort between

the discipi.ines represented In Workshops 2 and 3 anA consists of two

tasks:

Task 1: Determine the detail required tc describe
the debris field in the doughnut area,

Task 2: Establish the winiwum structure-degree o'
damage matrix (Table 3) adequate to cope
with the fire problem in typi-al cities.

Workshop 3 must determine the degree of detail significant to predictions

nf fire spread rates P.nd burning rates based on models that can cope

with che size and complexity of a nuclear incident. An appropriaLc

median position must be found between a degree of resolution that

accounts for every combustible item, its environment, and thermal

physical properties and a uniform fuel fLeld that allows for no prefer-

ential fire spread. Since these decisions are required early in the

Workshop 3 program, this task (definition of the fuel bed) should com-

mence immediately.

Describe the ignLition field. Two tasks are incorporated in this L
element:
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A determination of the primary ignition pattern
based oa the criteria established in fire-blast
studies (:f Workshop 1.

A desaription of the secondary ignition fie~d
b:tsd historical evidence fror, natural and man-
made disasters.

i11

Thirteen years have passed since the MeAuliffe-Moll 1965 report11 on

[ "Secondary Ignitions in Nuclear Attack." Consequently, some additional

data have been developed in this area where information is rather sparse.

Also, this period has witnessed a rapid development iA arnIlytical tech-

niques such ae decision analysis and failure mode and effects analysis,

which optimize the conclusions that can be reached with statistically

poor data. A review of the historical evidence with these modern tech-

niques should substantially increase the reliability of the secondary

ignition predictions.

Determine fire characteristics for the various structures in the

intermediate and severe damage states. This element is particularly

concerned with damage levels indicated by columns 3, 4, and 5. Again,

I- the characteristics include fire spread, burning rate, and production.

Three tasks are involved:

Develop and expand analytical methods and models to
accomodate the fuel and environmental situations in
Table 3.

Develop specific experiments to answer limited questions
essential to the nodel development and validation.

K Conduct a few large scale experiments for inspiration
and guidance in developing and verifying the analysis.

Conduct case studies of the industrial fire p2 rblenm. This elemeant

is concerned with the fire problems anticipated in the industrial area •

a city under nuclear attack. Because of the wide divergence in construe-

tion and fire hazard, it appears desirable to consider the vari:-us indus-

"trial categories individually (e.g., petroleum refineries, chemical

plants, heavy manufacturing plantb, light manufacturing plants).
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Integrate the individual structure and industrial plant fi;•e

behavior into a pred•c•ionfora typical urban comp]Ax. T1iis element

platures the fire threat to be used in evaluating effects on people,

equipment, and countermeasures.

Program Schedule and Cost Estimate i
• The following milestones and cost analysis (Figure 2) assumes the

program Is completed in 5 years and that information From Workshops I and

2 will materialize at various intervals, first in preliminary and then in

final form. A steering committee or lead laboratory is needed to oversee

the total program and ensure hat the proper interface is made between the

vatriotis program elements.

F.8
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IV PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS

Program Significance and Scope

Previous sections of this report have shown that presently unresolved

questions about the relevance and importance of various interactions of

blast waves (and their effects) on fires (and on the potential for fire

spread to increase damage, destruction, and life loss) are major obstacles

to defense planning and countermeasure preparation; they can even impa-t

National Security decision making at the highest levels. Concisely stated,

these uncertainties substantially preclude any reliable quantitative

estimates of the outcome of nuclear attack on the United States and of our

capacity to survive zad recover from such an attack.

We have identified the technical deficiencies that prevent the develop-

ment of a theoretical or analytical basis for predicting, within orders of

magnitude uncertainty, the additional contribution fire effects can made

to the direct effects of nuclear explosions in or near urban complexes.

We have also developed a logical, analytical framework for atructuring

and performlig a research program to eliminate the technical deficiencies

or reduce their contribution to the uncertainties in damage prediction

to an acceptable level. A vital consideration in p:ogram formulation--

both in preplanning and in reviewing progress and redirecting effort

throughout the course of the prograr,.--is che question of realistic goals

in terms of reduction of uncertainty to acceptable levels. What conu.ti-

tutes an acceptable level oF uncertainty?

Since we can obviously never know with certainty the outcome of any

future nuclear incident, our preparations to deal with such an event must

include some degree of uncertainty, for uncertainties will always exist no

matter how well we understand the underlying cause-and-effect relationships.

Given th:- herent uncertainty, we must realistically moderate our require-

ments for t,,e resolution of technical uncertainties. Clearly, the level

of understanding of any one technical issue shouid be commensurate with 4
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its practical utility and its relative importance to the ultimate

national objectives, and the whole should be consistent with the perceived

threat. Guided by these principles, we have identified near-state-of-the-

art research tasks that promise significant immediate returns and, with

modest investment, can provide within 2-to-3 years a technologic base

that is a prerequisite to reliable damage prediction.

Beyond this, the program elements can be seen in outline only.

One basic limitation is tht state of the art of analytical modeling.

Present modeling concepts appear valid, sufficiently diverse to accom-

modate a range of requirements for output detail (given appropriate input

detail), convenient in format, and compatible with current strategic

planning programs. Their deficiencies stem mainly from the assumptions

employed to reduce their complexity. In most cases, simplifying assump-

tions have been used in model development without due regard for their

effects on the analytical results. Therefore, an obvious requirement is

research directed toward the testing of assumption sensitivity, the elimi-

nation of questionable assumptions, and, where possible, the replacement of

of contrived algorithms with established physical relationships. Then,

as the damage-prediction models improve, we will be afforded better and

more frequett glimpses of the true magnitude of the fire threat, the

importance of the remaining uncertainties that continue to cloud our

view, and the fundamental limitations introduced by our modeling concepts.
The improving perception will also guide our decisions about how much

more to invest in research and how to invest it effectively; in time, it

will permit us to judge the "return on investment" for proposed counter-
V measures and intervention strategies.

The program, as outlined in the following statement of objectives

and recommended approach, is regarded as optimal in scope and level of

activity for achieving the required upgrading in technology within 5

years.
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SProramObjectives

The ultimate purpose of the research program is a sound technological

basis for the choice and cost/effective design of a defense system to

protect the public and minimize the destruction of property and national

resources by the incendiary effects of nuclear explosions, and thereby

to enhance the recovery of the nation. The prerequisite is a reliable

capability to predict fire effects and the mitigating actions of prepared-

ness countermeasures. Therefore, our technical objective will be the

development of one or more good-confidence, analytical models of fire

behavior and incendiary-damage production. At present we anticipate a

need for three separate models:

A general urban fire distribution/spread model,
applicable mainly to areas of light-to-moderate
structural damage; intended tc give time-phased
frequency distributions of burning and burned-out
structures for each different urban use-class (or
structural-type) tract as functions of distance
from ground zero (or location in an arbitrary co-
ordinate system).

A "hole-in-the-doughnut" model, applicable to areas
of totally collapscd structures, continuous debris
fields, and innumerable fires; intended to deal
with fire intensity versus time only, spread of
fire being included implicitly only.

A specific-resource vulnerability model, applicable
to a single structure, facility, or resource
threarended by fire exposure within Lhe context of
a general fire description, provided by one of the
foregoing models.

Approach, Scheduling and Funding

Choice and/or development of these models is the first order of

business because the models provide a structure for the program, and,

through sensitivity analysis, they can provide quantitative and defen-

sible criteria for establishing priority assignments for program ele-

ments. Through periodic updating and iteration, the funding levels

and scheduling of task completion requirements are revised to reflect
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the beat current assessment of program status and needs for changes in

direction. At each iterative step, the models are modified to reflect

the latest advances in the state of knowledge of blast/fire interactions.

Thus, the models keep pace with the state of the art, and the level and

direction of effort is consistent with user requirements for operational

[. planning, choice of countermeasure strategies, and technical backup to

justify program funds and to guide policy and decisionmaking.

We further recommend that some elements of the Five-City Study be

reactivated to serve the purposes of this iterative development.

We also recommend that the procedure of model development and its

sensitivity-analysis application as a tool for program management be

initiated with emphasis on the general-distributlon/spread-type model,

since this is a well-developed technology. Already, recommendations have

been offered for further development and civil dcfense implementation.

The initial stress should be given to processes of fire initiation since

these contain some obviously crucial uncertainties that must be resolved

before much progress can be made with modeling of the later stages of

fire growth and spread.

The underlying technology (whose development should parallel and

support the model's) ranges from observation of physical phenomena and

the derivation of basic physicochemical principles to development of

algorithms and empirical approximations and the application of these

to model calculations and verification of results with full-scale tests

and simulations. The separate requirements for background technology

in blast effects and fire effects are fairly symmetrically distributedI over the range from fundamental to applied, but, since some of the

blast work is supported independently for other purposes, the fire

portion of the program outlined here requires a somewhat dispropor-

tionately higher level of support.
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The optimal-level FY1979 program breaks down as follows:

1. Blast analysis of individual structures $ 200K

2. Complementary blast studies (drag/lift experiments,
hydro-code calculations of flow in enclosures,
initial experimental verification) 100

3. Initiate search fur/and development of blast/fire
predictive models 200

4. Sensitivity analysis/program planning 60

5. Repeat secondary-fire analysis 100

6. Shocktube studies of blowout mechanisms 200

7. Initiate development of theory for shock/fireinteraction (ideal Wuels/geometries) 50

8. Preparation for participation in Misty Castle 10

TTotal for FY1979 $ 920K

This would logically be followed in FY1980 by the following:

r1

I. Inii.ial blast analysis of city complex $ 150K

2. Verification experiments (Misty Castle)
on structural response, debris production
and distribution, persistence of Ignition and
firn behavior in blast-damaged targets 500

3. Complementary blast studies (continued from FY79) 100

4. Analyt-Lal. development of blast/fire models
(continued from FY79) 100

5. Experimental complement to blast/fire model development 00

6. Sensitivity analysis/program planning and
review (includes contractor conference) 50

7. Experimental verification of doubtful
Ignition thresholds (large areas of mixed fuels) 50

S8. Shocktube studies of blast-fire interactions

(continued from FY79) 200

9. Development of theory of blast-fire interactions
(continued from FY79) 50

Total funding for FY80 $1,300K
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This program is expected to culminate with one or more full-scale

simulations of urban/industrial complexes subjected to the combined blast

and fire effects of a nuclear explosion, possibly involving a high-explosive

test series dedicated to this purpose. As the program elements and

requirements become better defined, experimental and verification test

activities will increase, requiring more facilities and increased funding.

At present, however, the funding requirements cannot be estimated with

confidence.

Finally, a problem of this magnitude and complexity requires a

program of at least 5-years duration, involving a wide range of inter-

disciplinary research activity conducted at a moderately large number of

government agency laboratories and private research institutes, appro-

priately assisted at times by industrial contractors. A program of this

scope requires strong, consistently applied monitoring and coordination

to ensure that the obtainable goals are significant, to maintain a level

of performance that is consistent with need, and to synchronize comple-

mentary or dependent elements. These requirements point to the need for

the designation of a lead laboratory to conduct some key across-the-board

elements of the research and to direct and coordinate the variety rf com-

plementary tasks done by contractors and other contributors. We urge the 4

adoption of the lead laboratory concept.

15 1
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PREFACE I

The following material is intended to serve as background infor-.

mation for the attendees of the 1978 DCPA Conference on blast/fire

interactions. It consists of descriptions of (1) fire initiating

processes resulting from nuclear explosions and (2) the consequent

damage produced by combined blast and fire effects in urban areas, both
i! of these believed to be representative of the state of the art, It

will be one of the purposes of the conference to skeptically examine

the foundation of this technology and the validity of its conclusions.

Its positive results 3hould be a technically defensible program of

research to provide important missing information.

I',

INTRODUCTION

The combined blast and fire effects of nuclear explosions in

urban areas have been recognized and doctunented as operationally signi-

ficant and important to strategic planning. These effects include (1)

the dynamic influences of the air shock passing over ignited materials

i.e., fire enhancement or extinguishment, and (2) nerturbarions in fire

r growth and spread caused by the blast induced disarray in the target.

Quite literally, the perceived importance of fire as a nuclear-

weapon effect swings from minor to major depending on which of neveral

[1 credible assumptions are used to assess the dynamic and residual in-

1.1
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fluences of air blast on combustible targets. Several critical uncer-

tainties are:

[ of fires initiated by thermal radiation.

2. Process of rekindle in fuels perturbed by blast.

3. Effects of structural damage on the processes of

fire growth and spread.

4. Descriptions of debris fields in sufficient detail
V to permit calculation of fire-spread rates and burning

I rates.

These uncertainties and their importance to strategic defense concerns

are developed in the following sections.

I- FIRES FROM NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS

At the time of a nuclear explosion, materials in and around

urban structures are ignited, initially by thermal radiation emitted

by the fireball (primary fires) and subsequently through mechanical

Sdamage and displacement caused by the ensuing blast wave (secondary

fires).

For many years, primary fires have been thought to be the dominant

cause of incendiary damage from nuclear explosions, far exceeding in

number the fires from secondary causes. Their incendiary reach has

A
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frequentiy been identified with the distances to which fren-field ther-

mal radiation exposures extend that are at least equal to ignition
Sthresholds for newspaper. This is now known to be a serious overestimate

of the threat.

The primary fire threat to urban targets is the result of ignition

of building contents and is affected very little by etterior ignitions

in most circumstances, Excessive amounts of exterior kindling fuels are

required to ignite a sound wooden structure. Rarely are such quantities

to be found in residential areas while in industrial and commercial areas

wooden buildings are uncommon. Ignition ard burning of exterior fuels

depends heavily on weather while interior fuels are relatively insensi-

Stive to it. Moreover, such a high frequency of internal ignitions is

. anticipated that exterior ignitions appear to add little to the problem

in most urbanized areas.

The ignition of a single item of kindling fuel in a room by no

means assures the fire involvement of the room. Generally speaking one

or two combustible furnishings such as an overstuffed chair, a couch,

or a bed must be ignited (either directly or through the agency of ad-

jacent kindling fuels) and bur'n vigorously to cause "flashover" of a

typical residential room. Newspaper and other materials of similar

ignition susceptibility are very common items of interior fuels and are

Ii
frequently found on and near items of furniture, Nevertheless, exten-

sive surveys of contents and arrangements of ignitable interior materials

in buildings representing a variety of occupancies consistently show that

damaging fires will seldom result unless radiant exposures are sufficient

to ignite directly the more substantial items such as upholstered or

material-covered furnishings. These radiant exposures can be two to three

times as large as newspaper ignition thresholds.

I:I
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The secondary fires, those caused by the blant wave, are expected

to occur in the relatively infrequent situations where suitable combina-

tion of coexisting fuels and energy sources are brought into favorable

(to ignition) contact by blast damage or displacement. McAuliffe and
I

Moll estimate this, from retrospective evidence, to be on the order of

two fires in 100 buildings (perhaps 80 building fires per squaro mile

in moderately built-up areas) wherever the peak overpressure exceeds

2 psi. This may underestimate the frequency for some industrial occu-

k pancies, but there is no mechanistically-based rationale for expecting

more secondary fires in urban targets in general,

At higher blast overpressures, the fire situation is further compli-

fij cated by structural collapse, ejection of building contents and partitions, j
and the deposition of debris in the open, between buildings, to provide

a path for fire spread as well as a threat to survival and an impediment

Sto emergency action. Some of this debris may already be burning or it

may even be ignited by belated exposure to that portion of the decaying ,

thermal pulse that follows the arrival of the blast wave. Evaluation of I
incendiary threat in areas of such high overpressures may seen largely

academic since the prospects for survival of the expediently sheltered ii

population scum so poor. On the contrary, survival rates to the initial 11

effects (i.e., air blast, missiles, whole-body translation, prompt radi-. !1
ations, flash buirns) can be good. Thus the possible prolonged and delayed

F effects of fire are all the more important. 4
Moreover, the fire response of the entire urban target is a dynami-

c cally coupled process in which the fire bebhavior of one area may influenre--

even govern--the behavior elsewhere. Thus the fire response in the heavily 4

damaged center of the target (the so-called "hole-in-the-doughnut" area)

is an important, inseparable part of the dynamic interrelationships

between ambient weather; target demography and topography; perturbations

in the local meteorology caused by the explosion and the convective

A- 4i Ii



influences of the resulting fires; !be development and spread of the fires;

and the ameliorating effects of fire control activities. The questions

of whether or when isolated fires will become mass fireA can only be
I

answered confidently by considering what is going on inside the hole-in-

the-doughnut along with what it going on in the "doughnut" itself, that

is, in the areas of the target where blast damage is less severe. Acturlly,

and unfortunately, next to nothing is known for certain about the fire

picture inside the "hole." (This aspect of damage assessment is reviewed

in a recent SRI report. )

We can, however, speak with some confidence about the early-time

response of the doughnut during the interval of time between the explosion

and the arrival of the blast wave. We can make quite adequate predictions

about the number, types, and positions of materials that will be ignited

by the thermal pulse and with some confidence forecast the distribution

of the resulting fires in time and space--that is, if we neglect blast

effects. If we attempt to include blast effects we run into serious

-trouble, and yet the picture is not only incomplete without them, but it

may also be almost totally erroneous. It is, nevertheless, instructive

to begin with the early-tLime fire picture and to neglect, for the time

being, the awkward problem of blast-fire interactions.

Tinder-type materials--those capable of both sustaining ignition

when exposed to modest radiant heat loads and igniting in turn more

substantial fuels such as furniture and wall panels--are abundant among

the contents of urban interiors. Their ignition thresholds typically
"-2

range from 3 or 4 cal cm for the thinnest materials exposed to the

short, intense pulse of low-to-nominal yield nuclear airbursts, to as
-2

much as 50 cal cm or moro, for the thicker materials exposed to the

long-duration pulses of megaton explosions. Surveys of urban interiors

revetl s fair degren of regularity in the frequency distribution of such

kindling materials when classified according to their ignition thresholds.

A-5
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Although the mean number of ignitable fuels per room at any given

level of radiant exposure depends on a variety of factors such as land

use and building occupancy, geographic location of the city, and weapon

yield and burst height, the resultant calculation of fire-initiationI probability is not sensitive to most of these factors. It can be shown

that few, if any, situations wi~l develop sustained fires when radiant
-2

exposures of the interior fuels are less than about 20 to 30 cal cm

This statement is really only valid for megaton-yield explosions at low

altitude, but the scaling relationships for yield and burst altitude

show a weak sensitivity only. For free-field conditions, thermal

exposures required for significant numbers of sustained primary fires

occur at distances to which blast-wave peak overpressures of only 2 to

3 psi are expected. However, interior fuels rarely, if ever, experience

anything like free-field exposures.

There are two different mechanisms by which thermal exposures are

reduced. First, attenuation by the atmosphere and window coverings

{ (i.e., glass, screens, blinds, nonnpaque drapes) reduces the transmission

of radiant intensity by a fairly well defined (and predictable) fraction.

Atmospheric attenuation is a function of the condition of the atmosphere

and the distance between the fireball and the target location. It is

related to the visibility (as commonly estimated at airports) sometimen

called the visual range. If we regard the transmission of thermal

energy to be 100 percent on a clear day (visual range of 12 miles or

more), then on a day of medium haze (3-mile visibility) we will experi-

"ence only about half the clear-day thermal exposure. Thus, we will not

expect to suffer many fires at distances less than those correspondingS~-2
to free-field exposures of perhaps 50 cal cm or more. When the atmos-

phere is especially hazy or smoggy, it will dominate the effects reducing

thermal transmission. In particular, whenever the visual range is signi-

ficantly less than the clear-day incendiary reach, the distance to which

fires will extend is roughly equal to the visual range.

A-6
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Windows and window coverings will further reduce fire incidence.

Twenty to sixty percent reductions in exposure are typical Therefore,

we may not anticipate a serious fire problem at much less than free-j -2
field exposures of 100 cal cm except on very clear days,

The second mechanism for reduction in radiant exposure is obscura-

tion. The walls of the room, adjacent buildings, nearby trees, and

opaque window coverings can partially or completely obscure the fireball

from the view of ignitable contents of the room. This problem can only

be treated in a probabilistic sense, but its effect is clearly a sub-

stantial reduction in the number of ignitable contents per room exposed

to the requisite thermal load. More distant buildings and other opaque

objects may also obscure a part or all of the fireball, but it is con-

venient to treat this problem differently, i e.. as an "artificial

horizon" which is more a property of the target area than it is a char-

acteristic peculiar to an individual building and Its immediate locale.

Artificial horizons 5 to 8 degrees above the natural horizon appear to

be common to urban areas. Windows in upper stories of tall buildings

k will be much less affected by the artificial horizon than will windows

near the ground.

In a recent review of the subject of the role of fire in nuclear
3

warfare, Martin shows that the incendiary reach (neglecting blast effects)

can be identified with the distances from the burst point at which exterior

radiant exposure levels approximate inflection point radiant exposures

in cumulative mean-number functions for interior fuel inventories. In

other words, this represents the point at which the average number of

S. fuel items per room that will be ignited, if exposed, increases rapidly

for only slight increases in the radiant exposure (e.g., the mean number

roughly doubles for only a 10% increase in the radiant exposure level).

For most situations involving megaton explosion yields, the inflection-

point radiant exposure appears to vary only a little and has values in the
-2 -l

range of about 20 to 30 cal cm see .
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For damage assessment purposes, it is convenient to relate incen-

diary reach of nuclear explosions to peak overpressure values for the

blast wave originating from the same explosion. Figures B-1 and U-2

give free-field (i.e., unobscured) radiant exposures for 5 MT-yield

surface and low air bursts on a clear day in relation to specified peak

blast overpressures. The effect of a 5-degree artificial horizon is

also shown for the surface burst.

For situations involving clear atmospheres (approximating 12 mile

visibility), the incendiary reach for megaton-yield explosions; that is,
-2 -1

distances to which 20 to 30 cal cm see radiant exposures occur, will

correspond to about 2 to 3 psi overpressures from airbursts and to

roughly 2 psi overpressures from surface bursts when no artificial horizon

intervenes or about 3 to 4 psi when the artificial horizon averages a

5 degree inclination over the true horizon. For less clear atmospheres

the corresponding blast overpressures will be higher. Thus fires will

not usually present a serious problem unless overpressures exceed 2 to 5

psi; that is, in built-up areas, fires will occur in, at most, two or

three out of every hundred buildings at 2 psi due mainly to blast effects.

Primary fires will occurt, initially, in a third to a half of the structures

experiencing 5 and more psi blast overpressures. This could lead to fire-

storm conditions in heavily built-up areas if, but only if, the initial

tires survive the subsequent blast wave.

Within a relatively short time (e.g., a 1/4 to 1/2 hour) following

the detonation, if fire-suppression efforts are either not attempted or

not effective, destructive fires will be well developed within many of

the structures left standing. Areas of high building density suffering

a high initial fire incidence have the potential of becoming fire storm

areas, possibly within the first half hour after attack. In areas of

high fire spread potential, mass fires may develop within the first hour

or two and spread uncontrollably for many hours, possibly days, even

though the initial fire incidence was light. In areas of low fire spread

A-8
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potential, fires will typically spread slowly and be limited to withill

the block of origin or, at most, several blocks from that point, and

will soon burn themselves out except under windy conditions when they

may spread through the agency of firebrands for long distances in the

downwind direction.

Self-help firefighting activities are tremendously important in the

period between fire initiation and the time when they have grown to the

point of flashover. After flasbover, professional firefighting will be

required, but the fire services will not be able to deal with the whole

problem, and the only hope for fire control lies in a first-aid type

response by building occupants. The time available for this depends

very much on what materials are ignited, how many persist in burning,

and whether they are in flames or just smoldering, It can range from

less than 15 minutes, for cases where lots of active flaming results

from the explosion, to an hour or more, when only smoldering fires

result.

But what of the effects of blast on these fires? More than two

decades ago, Traumontin and Dahl 4 reported evidence that incipient

fire in kiudling fuels was extinguished by low peak overpressures. Their

results were nearly forgotten until the subject was raised again in

1969 when further experiments confirmed their general conclusions but

failed to substantiate the results in detail.

In all experiments reported to date, the blast-wave simulations

have been inadequate to permit quantitative assessment of most practical

situations. The fundamental weakness in simulation techniques to date

is their lack of independent variability of peak overpressure, positive-

phase duration, and flow behind the shock front. Such variability, if

available,.would allow systematic study of fire extinguishing mechanisms

and their dependence on pertinent aerodynamic conditions that can vary

so widely in an urban target.
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In a recent series of tests, using the best simulation available

at the time (i~e., peak overpressures variable up to about 8 psi, but of

q limited positive-phase duration and no independent control of flow)

flaming combustion was extinguished by overpressures greater than 2.5 psi.

Although smoldering combustion survived all overpressures applied, the

f additional time for self-help fire surpression provided by the extin-

guishment of flames offers considerable reason for optimism about the

fire effects of nuclear attack.

A note of caution: results of shockwave extinguishment under experi-
mental conditions in shocktubes have not been duplicated in the field. In

fact, there is some contradictory evidence offering the disquieting

possibility that blast-wave blowout is due to a phenomenon associated

with, and peculiar to, the pressure discontinuities in idealized shock-

waves. The whole subject is unfortunately based at present on very few

observations and even less quantitative data.

High-speed motion pictures taken during tests in the URS shock

j tunnel suggest that shearless displacement of the flames off the ignited

item in the wake of the shock is the mechanism responsible for extin-

guishment. However, subsequent tests in the field2 in which liquid fuel

beds were subjected to blast overpressures from high explosive did not

exhibit this shearless displacement and, reoreover, these fires survived

all peak overpressures to which they were subjected from about I to 5 psi.

Thus, we do not know whether the shock front or the blast wind is the

important factor in fire extinguishment, and the question of the importance

of flow, pressure-flow-history, and positive phase-duration remains un-

I aniwered. To properly sort out the mechanisms of extinguishment and

their dependence on blast-wave parameters, further research is critically

needed. There are some highly significant implications to national defense

involved here, and a high enough priority should be given to these problems

to warrant adequate government funding of research programs to fill the
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existing technical void and to resolve the remaining questions about

extinguishment of fires by blast waves in urban targets.
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SsDESCRIPTION OF DAMAOED URBAN AREAS IN THE EARLY TRANSATTACK PERIOD

More than 95 percent of the area subjected to the direct damaging
effects of a megaton explbsion lies between the 1 and 15 psi overpressure

contours, as illustrated In Figure 7, and probably close to 99 percent

(or more) of the survivors of the direct effects (those inside the 1 psi
contour) are within this ring. Therefore, the principal concern about

direct effects and their impact on emergency operations and the continuedI: survival of the victims of direct attack centers on this area lying between

I,; the I ard 15 psi overpressure contours. Interestingly, a very large part

of this area (roughly 90 percent of it) experiences less thzn 5 psi, a

.-. fact of considerable significance to that part of the population that
it must seek shelter in residential areas. In the area between 5 and 15 psi,

prospects for surviving the blast effects are fair to good, depending

upon how well the population has made use of the best available shelter

spaces. Nevertheless, they, along with the other survivors of the direct

effects area, are endangered by the fires resulting from blast damage and

by those which, after being started by the thermal radiation, persist and

survive the extinguishing effects of the blast wave. The planning of

emergency actions in this directly affected region of an urban area must
11 of necessity be based on the best possible assessment of the damaged

environment and the residual fire risks that the current state tf thef art permits. In the following material, such an assessment is offered.

A, Approach

I. An illustrative yet quantitative example is used. Residential and

Scommercial land-use situations are represented since these comprise the

largest portion of an urban complex. A 5-megaton surface burst and a
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5-megaton low airburst have been chosen as representative of present-day

strategic attack scenarios. Minor variations would result from the

choice of other yields in the megaton range and for other airburst

.• .•:Mtuattions. These minor differences do not affect the overall uncertainty
of incendiary outcome that results from our present inadequate under-

£ standing concerning the mechanisms and consequences of blast extin-

guishment.

V.. Atmospheric attenuation of thermal radiation has been defined by the

choice of a 12-mile visibility. This choice emphasizes thermal radiation

t" effects since urban atmospheres rarely are that clear. For surface bursts,

however, differences in atmospheric transmission tend to be overpowered

by obscuring effects of the artificial horizon and nearby buildings and

trees. Nevertheless, the reader of the following material should bear in i

mind that the 12-mile visibility favors primary ignitions.

One-story wood frame and load-bearing brick structures have been

taken as typical of I- and 2-family residential area construction. A

building density of 0.2 was taken as representative of such areas.

For the built-up commercial situations, several types of construe-

tion and a variety of building heights and densities were selected as 4

representative. The major structural categories were:|

* Frame--intended to cover both steel and reinforced concrete frame

structures having relatively weak wall panels and interior

partitions.

* Masonry--representing the general class of structures in which

floors are borne by masonry walls. These are of two kinds;
(1) weak willed, and (2) monumental or strong walled. The dif-
ferences are important both from the standpoint of survival and of d I
debris distribution.

1

#*Defined as the fraction of total land area covered by buildings. -
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Two framed-building situations havo been considered: (1) 5- to 10-story

buildings in an area whore the building density averages 0.4, and (2)

I -10- to 20-story buildings in a 0.6 building-density area. Situations

involving weak-walled masonry load-bearing buildings have been represented

by a large (14,000 sq. foot plan area), 6-story structure in an area

where building density averagos 0.5 (e.g., a large department store in

an older downtown area). Two masonry-strong-wall situations are eon-

sidered: (1) in an area of moderate (0.5) building density, a large

monumental building of 12 stories height (e.g., a Federal office building),

and (2) a similar building but much larger and taller in an area of-high

(0.7) building density.

Descriptions of blast damage to these structures are a consensus of

1,10-16
several sources. Survival probabilities are drawn from analyses

17
conducted by Longinow.

In the estimates of direct-effect survival probabilities, four

different basement shelter situations have been considered in addition

to the different buildings. All residential basements are treated as a

single structural case, the typical below grade (or mostly below grade)

basement with concrete walls covered with a wood-joist floor. Survival

is thought to be substantially more likely whenever the occupants of the

basements assume prone positions along the concrete walls, and the

estimates reflect this belief.

In the built-up commercial areas, three basement floor covering

systems are considered:

(1) Concrete slab-steel beam

(2) Concrete slab-concrete beam

(3) Flat plate

The first of these was chosen because it is the most common type of

construction and because if provides perhaps the best available basement

protection. Nearly a quarter .f the NTSS basement spaces are in this category.
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Of the 36 cases that have been analyzed, nine were of this type, providing

a fairly good level of confidence in the representativeness of the sur-

vival estimates.

I The concrete slab-concrete beam system was chosen because it is the

[ second most common category. The flat plate, although it represents only

about 6% of the NFSS basement spaces, is the third most common category

ind it probably typifies the weakest floor covering system for commercial

basements.

Estimates of fire probability are derived from calculations using

F the SRI BLASTFIRE computer program that was described and reproduced in

k. the previous report.

U , The principal now contribution in this assessment is derived from

the debris analysis described in the previous section. Data resulting I
from the sensitivity analysis were correlated to predict the characteristics

of distribution of the debris (both building components and contents) created

and/or translated by the blast wave. If one thinks of the debris ejected

from a building as being characterized by ce,,tain class-average proper-

ties (i.e., mean values (f the drag coefficient, thickness, cross-sectional I
area, density, etc.) one anticipates that the debris from an isolatedF•. building will come to rest in a patto'n distributed about some mean down-

stream distance, call it the mean free-field displacement. This mean

I" distance will be a function of the class-average properties of the

separate debris constituents, of the dimensions of the building, and of

the drag-force characteristics of the blast wave. The sensitivity

analysis shows that, contrary to expectation, the displacement of a debris

frar'ent is not strongly dependent on the building height. Accordingly,

we anticipate that a successful correlation will be one in which theI i
principal independent variables will be those concerning the dynamic

k pressure pulse and the drag properties of the debris elements.

h A-19
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In its simplest terms, the drag force acting on a particle of area A

is F(t) = Cd A q(t); where Cd is the drag coefficient and q(t) is the

dynamic pressure. 'In the absence of any other forces, the porticle will

accelerate in the direction of the flow as prescribed by the equation

a(t) = P A q(t)m Mn
V

where the symbol m stands for the mass of the fragment. As long as the

velocity of the debris fragment remains small compared with the air

particles in the flow field, the symbol q(t) may be identified with the

dynamic pressure pulse as measured at a fixed location,

Aftev a time t, during which the debris fragment has been exposed

to the drag influence of the dynamic pressure pulse q(t), the velocity

of the fragment will attain a value

C Afd I
v(t) = _ - q(T)dr

In the low shock-strength region of a nuclear explosion,
.i 2 2t/t+

q(t) qi -

where q is the peak pressure (at t 0) and t+ is the duration of the

positive phase. Therefore,

) 2

Evaluation of the integral gives:

C At
V 40 + qo A 4 - 2t/ t + 1/2 e - 1/2 e j

t+ t+II

Accordingly, the distance to which the fragment is displaced during the

positive phase is given by,

At2 CdA
+d(t) v(t)dt 4 qot [1/8 + 3/8 e 2 )

J0
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Thut*, we might anticipate the following relationship to give the mean

displacement of debris having class-average properties L and (r)'i1
d

-2u-a=f(h) qt, d A/rm

but since P = m/At,

Sd = (h) • ot+ 2

V where f(h) is some weak function of the building height h and pt is the
i•" mein value of fragment mass per unit area.

j Data resulting from the debris calculationswere plotted first as

the product dCW) versus qt+ with initial height as a parameter. The

1: correlation was only fair; the most obvious failing was the lack of

inverse proportionality between W and PT. Through a process of trial andI. 3/4
error a usable correlation was achieved by plotting i (3t,) against

peak overpressure. This is shown as Figure 8. Although the correlation

t_ was not entirely satisfactory, it did provide the necessary trends from

which predictions of debris displacement and depths could be derived.
f.

The procedure was based on the presumption that the distribution

of debris could be adequately characterized in terms of the three wall-

material densities used in the sensitivity analysis (with a common

thickness of six inches) and two categories of contents as shown in

15"[URS 705-5, having values of mass-per-unit area approximating I and 10

2lb /ft (i.e., the lightest building debris roughly corresponds to them
heavier category of contents), thereby reducing the number of categories

to be considered to four. Accordingly, in situations where a substantial

"F contribution to the total debris is made by building components, the mean

displacement is taken to be the one calculated for the middle category

wall-material density and the range corresponds to the difference between

the displacements of the heavy and light components. In situations where

building contents constitute the major portion of the debris, i.e., for

blast overpressures that are below the typical collapse values, the dis-

tribution is estimated from the two property values for contents.
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Finally, the fuel-to-nontucl ratios for the debris have been estimated

from material given in URS 651-4,16

H, Results

Table 2 summarizes the predictions of blast and fire effects at

overpressures of 15, 12, I0, 5, 2, and 1 psi. As previously noted, the

incendiary outcome is critically dependent on blast-fire interactions.

In the 1 to 5 psi region, even though substantial debris depths may result

in the built-up commercial areas, there are significant open areas.

UnerA striking result of this study is the uniform coverage of debris.

Under most circumstances, debris covers all the available space, leaving

no open areas free of debris. It had been expected that there would be

open areas throughout the regions of the target experiencing low over-

pressures, but the finding was that under the majority of circumstances

debris is dispersed over all of the available area, leaving few debris-

free areas.

Descriptions of the two land-use areas as they are predicted to

respond to two ranges of overpressure, 2 to 5 psi and 5 to 15 psi, follow:

1. Residential Areas--2 to 5 psi Region

In this overpressure region of residential land-use areas, most

of the transition from standing structures to collapsed structures would

be found; i.e., at 2 psi there would be few cases of collapse, at 5 psi

nearly all wood frame and load-bearing masonry buildings would be totally

collapsed. In the higher overpressure part of this region, those struc-

tures left standing will be specially reinforced buildings and some of the

more substantial masonry buildings (e.g., schools, libraries, fire stations).

When these more substantially built structures do collapse, a large part

of their heavy debris remains on site. But in all cases, the structural

debris in this region will rarely be dispersed to cover more than "oxut

twice the buildiag plan area. That is, it will ordinarily cover much
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less than the total area, often less than half of it even in areas of high

building density, (High for residential areas, that is).

On the other hand, the light contents of the buildings, either

ejected through windows and doors or ejected during collapse, cover a

large part of the open spaces between buildings and their structural

debris piles. Thus, we would expect to see large discrete piles of

building debris with extensive open spaces separating them, over which

there would be a thin, heterogeneous, and substantially discontinuous

(scattered and spotty?) litter of paper, fabrics, cushions, light chairs

and tables, lightly attached panels, pillows and mattresses, etc.

There would be few, if any, primary fires at 2 psi--probably

none in the debris, Airbursts could cause some fires but they would

probably be few in number compared with secondary fires (i.e., only about

1 or 2 fires in a thousand exposed buildings). This primary fire inci-

dence increases rapidly with increasing peak overpressures. At 5 psi,

for example, a surface bu'rst would cause roughly the same frequency of

primary and secondary fires (i.e., I or 2 in a hundred structures), while

airbursts would perhaps cause one or more fires in every structure.

Whether (and how many of) these incipient primary fires survive the

F subsequent blast wave and the displacement of the debris it generates

Is quite uncertain at present. Flames will probably be blown out in
most circumstances, but smoldering combustion will persist and can

rekindle flaming combustion later. With the possible exception of the

effects of low airbursts in the higher overpressure extreme of this

region, initial fire density would be typically low. Possibly, an

r average of one debris fire out of 100 to 500 structures exposed to direct

effects is representative of this 2 to 5 psi region of a residential

S~target area,
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Giveun such low It'vln of fire incidncu and the largely I•s-

continuous nature of the debris, the fires that do occur will usually

burn out and not spread to other debris piles. The rare instances of

merging will only tend to limit the fire rather than cause it to intensify,

because it will have no more fuel to consume. Spread characteristics

within a debris pile will be determined principally by the ambient wind.

Basement spaces and structures still standing will provide

fire-safe refuge in most instances. With proper precautions, a very high

level of survival can result. Self-help firefighting can be important

in the relatively infrequent circumstances where fires do start in the

occupied building. Occupants have 10, perhaps 20, minutes to find

sustained fires and to either extinguish them or eject the burning items

from the building (making sure that a path of combustible debris between

the item and the building is not left to allow the fire to return).

Wherever special below-ground shelter is ,provided, air vents should be

100 feet or more from building foundations to minimize the chances of

their being covered with debris. Even with this precaution, it would be

advisable, following the passage of the blast wave, to check whether the

vent is in the open. If not, it may be necessary for a few shelter

occupants to risk exposure to clear debris away from the vent and/or to

provide for closing off the vent during any periods when fires are burning

in the immedikte locality. As previously noted, a simple indicator of

combustion product hazards is air temperature. A provision for monitoring

the temperature of the air at the vent intake would be a very useful guide

for deciding when to close off the vent and for how long.

2. Residential Areas--5 to 15 psi Region

As the incident overpressure increases from 5 to 10 psi, mean

debris displacement more than doubles, so that for situations in which

5 psi overpressures create discrete debris piles separated by areas as
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large or larger containing only a light building-contcnts litter, the

same situations at 10 psi and higher overpressures result in reasonably

uniform debris depth covering most of the available area. Excepti.ons

4 would be large opan areas such as parks, schoolgrounds, anJI largu unde- I

veloped areas.

Debris depths in the 10 to 15 psi portion of this region will

be substantially less than at 5 psi because the same amount of debris

(that is, the total quantity provided by both the building and its

contents) Is spread over a larger area. Once the total area is covered,

Showever, no further decrease is possible. This limiting depth of fairly

uniform coverage for a typical suburban area is in the range of 1/2 to 1

P foot thickness. Tree foliage can add substantially, increasing both

the depth and the fuel content.

Prior to blast arrival, the frequency (incidence) of those

primary fires that would surely destroy the structure in which they occur

if left unperturbed by blast would be quite high except for surface burst

conditions in the lower part of the overpressure range, Although the

incidence is very low at 5 psi for a surface burst (2 orders of magnitude

less than for an airburst), at 10 tsi it is quite large. Assuming that

an average of 5 rooms are exposed in each residential building, at 10 psi

the probability that one or more significant fires will occur per

building is about 2/3 for a surface burst and over 8/10 for a low airburst.

In both cases this probability appears to approach the same limit of

about 0.8 for overpressures exceeding 10 psi.

Again, as in the low-overpressure-region cases, we arc uncertain

of the outcome following blast wave interaction and structural collapse;

but when all factors are considered, it appears that fire incidence

will be quite high, particularly in the upper end of the overpressure

range. One fact that cannot be ignored is ignition of debris after it is
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formed. At overpressures of 10 psi and more, there is still sufficient

thermal exposure left (and delivered at still effective levels of

radiant power) after the arrival of the blast wave to ignite the debris

it forms. It should not be concluded from this statement, however, that

fires are assured. The radiation will be attenuated by dust clouds and

the actual exposure of the debris is quite uncertain. All-in-all, the

prospects for low fire incidence in this region are not good.

Given a continuous field of combustible debris and a high

frequency (density) of fire starts, it appears that fire spread cannot

play a dominant (or even a very important) role in the fire picture

except perhaps in the very early period while the numerous small fires

are in the process of merging. Rather, since we anticipate a relatively

uniform debris field burning all at once, the hazard is determined largely

by burning rates and CO, C02 yields. I
The fuel loadings of 1.5 to 3 pounds per square foot that will

be found in the residential zones in this 5 to 15 psi region will have 3
maximum burning rates ranging from 0.1 to 0.2 pouwld per square foot ja

per minute. The burning rate will not be substantially affected by the

nonfuel loadings that are typical of residential area debris. The CO

yield will be about 5 percent of the burning rate in the same units,

Air vents to the below-ground shelters will need to be closed for that I
period of time when the debris is burning In the immediate vicinity of

the intake. The hazard period will be on the order of 30 minutes long.

As stated before, the air temperature of the vent intake is an indicator

of the carbon monoxide hazard and could be used to determine when the

vent intake could be reopened.

3. Built-up Commercial--2 to 5 psi Region

This is the region of light-to-moderate structural damage to

these structures that characterize built-up commercial areas of an urban
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I target, Outright collapse is not expected to occur except in some

wood-frame buildIngs and buildings of relatively weak-walled masonry

construction. However, curtain walls in stool and concrete frame

buildings, along with interior partitions In general, are apt to fail,

and in some situations, these can be so thoroughly swept out of the

framing sections by the prcssure differentials (particularly in non-

arching wall construction) that only the frame is left in place. (Note

the 47% survival probability at 5 psi for frame buildings with nonarching

wall construction), Survival of initial effects by above-grade shelter

occupants depends on whether they have taken a suitably protective prone

position at the time the blast wave arrives, especially in frame buildings

with nonarching walls, but the chances of survival in weak-walled masonry

buildings are negligibly small no matter what precautions have been taken.

The prognosis for survival may be increased by seeking shelter below

ground. However, basements covered by floors of flat-plate construction

are to be avoided as they provide less protection than above-ground spaces,

except for those in weak-walled masonry buildings.

Debris in this region tends to cover most of the available space,

leaving relatively few open areas, In the lower overpressure part of

this region, debris is composed mainly of building contents. Nevertheless,

it is of sufficient volume to cover the available area to a considerable

depth (typically 2 to 10 feet deep). Its composition is such that it

exhibits a high fuel content.

In the higher overpressure rangn, interior partitions, roof

sections, and other light structural components are ejected into the debris

field. Debris depths are, on the average, greater than at the low over-

pressure end of the region but typically less than twice as deep.
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In general, the fire incidence is somewhat higher than in the i

residential areas experiencing the same overpressures. In the commercial a

areas there is a strong gradient in initial (prior to blast arrival) fire

density with distance. For surface bursts fires that occur at 2 psi will

be mostly secondary fires, Airbursts will add an approximately equal number

of primary fires in smaller buildings, but the magnitude will be one order

higher in the big buildings where many more rooms are exposed to the full

thermal radiation. At 5 psi, airbursts will cause primary fires in nearly
all exposed buildings--surface bursts in perhaps one third, .

Following the arrival of the blast wave, the situation becomes I
uncertain. Although fire incidence may be high--and.this is especially

Ii
true for low airbursts, but also true for both surface and airbursts ina

the upper end of the overpressure range--it is not at all clear whether

most of the fires will be in the debris field or in the still-standing

buildings. It may be conjectured that most of the fires in the low-i I
overpressure part of the region will be in the structures, whereas in

the high overpressure part they will be in the debris. Rates of fire

spread will be important determinants of the thrsats to survival, at

least in the lower range of overpressures where initial fires will be

widely scattered. A
In the low-overpressure part of the region where the fires are

mostly in the still-standing buildings, self-help firefighting can be4 1
most important to increasing the level of survival, If the fires in

many of the buildings are permitted to develop to full building fires

and permitted to spread to the debris field, an almost certain mass fire

situation will develop in this region. Then, even the sheltered people I

in the area will be critically threatened by the heat and combustion

products of the fires.
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In the higher overpressure part of this region, the chance of
I

i mass fire situation is dependent on fire incidence in the debris and

the rate of fire spread through the debris, which is highly dependent

on ambient wind. The primary fire incidence is estimated to be one in

every 30,000 to 100,000 square feet of debris or a mean distance between

fires on the order of 300 feet. For ambient winds of greater than 7 mph,

these incipient fires will become uncontrollable by self-help firefighting .1
techniques in less than 20 minutes and will merge into one large mass fire

in less than an hour. For very low ambient winds (less than 3 mph), the

time required for the incipient fires to merge will probably be longer

"than the time for some debris areas to burn out.

4. Built-up Commercial--5 to 15 psi Region

This is the region where most of the structural collapse occurs

in buildings that typify built-up commercial areas. Most weak-walled

masonry buildings will have failed at 5 psi. Flatplate floor slabs

(typical of many buildings constructed since 1950) over basement shelters

fail in the 6 to 7 psi range, Survival probability above ground will be

low even in the 5 to 10 psi part of the region except in buildings of

monumental construction, but survival probability below ground can be high,

depending heavily on the floor slab and support construction.

Debris would be expected to cover most of the area to depths

ranging from about 4 feet at 5 to 6 psi to 20 feet in heavily built-up

areas experiencing 12 to 15 psi and more. Although the fuel content of

the debris can be as low as 1/3 of the total, in many situations the fuel-

to-nonfuel ratio is unity or greater.

4 Fire incidence is expected to be high over much of this region.

Virtually every structure would have several significant fires before

t blast arrival that would quickly develop into a mass fire if left undisturbed.
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The blast wave may drastically change this situation by blowing out Some01
fires and smothering others under debris, but many will probably survive
and more will result from exposure of combustible debris to the still
high radiant exposure levels. Here again the uncertainties due to dust

obscuration are quite large.

As in the counterpart residential case, fire spread will not be

as Important a factor as the burning rates of the fully involved debrisS~fires. Burn durations will be measured in hours. Prospects for continued

survival are bleak even in well protected subgrade structures because

of the problems of providing ventilation through the deep fields of
burning debris, Large open spaces (e.g,, very large parks) are perhaps I
the only reliable refuge.
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Theoretical Background

Currently, there are three mechanistically distinct concepts that

serve as bases for theoretical analysis of blast extinction and can

provide hypotheses for experimental tests. However, their formal deve-

lopment as mathematical models of blast extinguishment is incomplete.

Theoretical derivations have been limited primarily to conditions of

steady laminar flow. Only one theory deals with the dynamics of shock

waves, and even in that case, principals of steady-state boundary layers

must be used to obtain numerical evaluation.

For present purposes, we will refer to these three concepts as:

a Shearless displacement

" Critical flame stretch (flame strength)

" Critical quench distance (flame standoff).

Each of these will now be briefly described.

Shearless displacement--As a plane shock wave diffracts across a

solid object, the pressure discontinuity is supported by fluid flow

that, even-very close to the surface of the object, is not appreciably

affected by viscous shearing stresses; that is, the inertial forces

dominate over the frictional forces, the former being many milliontold

larger than the latter even for relatively weak shocks. If a flame is

established over the solid object before the arrival of the shock, it

can be swept cleanly away from its original location, leaving relatively

cool air (and no fuel vapors) as the fluid medium adjacent to the sur-

face of the solid object. If the dimension of the object along the path

of shock propagation is small, the flames may be swept completely away

from the burning surfaces, leaving them unable to continue combustion.

However, if the burning surface is large, the flames may not be swept

cleanly from the entire area that is capable of supporting flames.

Hence the flames will quickly reestablish themselves following the brief

interlude of shock diffraction and inertial flow.

Immediately behind the shock front, as it sweeps over an extended

surface, a boundary layer forms in which friction with the surface slows
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down the fluid near the surface relative to the iree stream giving rise

to a steep gradient in velocity and severe shear stresses. Eventually,

but often in a time much shorter than the duration of the positive over-

pressure phase, tue velocity in the boundary layer slows to the point

where the flame can remain anchored despite the shear stress. From thatI time and location, the flame begins spreading inexorably upstream to

reestablish itself.

Critical flame stretch--rn a theory of the extinction of diffusion

flames by steady, laminar air flow (classical wind-tunnel conditions),

Spalding postulates an upper limit to the combustion rate of any gaseous

fuel in air, which he designates "flame strength." He shows that this

limiting rate for diffusive burning is of the same order as the combus-

tion rate of the same fuel in a stoichlometric premixed flame. The

diffusion flame's location and its rate of combustion are determined by

the physical transport processes (which are necessarily diffusive i.n

the absence of turbulence) that control the rate at which the fuel and

oxidant molecules encounter one another. Ordinarily, chemical reaction

rates are comparatively so rapid that they may be considered to occur

instantaneously on contact of the reactants, but in the velocity

gradient of the fluid boundary adjacent to a solid surface, rates of

physical mixing may become comparable to reaction rates. Then the flame

seeks out a stable location closer to the solid surface (which is also

the source of the gaseoti'. >',), and the resultant rate of combustion is

higher. If the free- sx-ýs'. velocity is further increased, the flame

moves still closer to the surface and the reaction rate increases until

I. the critical rate of the chemical reaction is reached. At this point

I ________________,_______ ,__

I 8D. B. Spalding, "A Theory of the Extinction of Diffusion Flames," T

I Fuel 33, 255-273 (1954).
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the flame will "break" and appear to be "blown downstream" to a new

stable point whore the velocity gradient permits the reaction to proceed

j at a rate less than the critical value. If then the free stream velocity

is decreased (or if the condition of fluid-solid interaction causes the

boundary layer to .increase in thickness), the flame will reestablish

itself, propagating against the fluid flow to more or less its original
I

position.

The phenomenon of breaking of the flame sheet in a steep velocity

gradient resembles the stretching of an elastic membrane to its limit

of strength. This led Sarlovitz9 to propose the term "flame stretch"

and to quantify the break point in terms of the velocity gradient normal

to the burning surface. This concept is entirely analogous to Spalding's,

from which it is derived.

Perhaps the simplest illustration of this concept is a spherical

solid in a uniform velocity stream of air. The point of highest shear

stress is the upstream stagnation point. Here the flame will break

when Lhe free-stream velocity is sufficiently increased, The geometry

is a convenient one because it lacks the ill-defined leading edge of a

plate or any other flat-sided object.

Experiments have been conducted with spherical liquid drops and with

spherical wicks of porous solids saturated with liquid fuels. 1 0 1 2

B. Karlovitz, "Flame Stabilization in Fast Streams," Sixth Symposium on'

Combustion, p. 941 (Reinhold Publishing Corporation, New York, 1956).

1 %D. B. Spalding, Fuel 32, 169 (1953).

1 lG. A. Agoston, H. Wise, and W. A. Rosser, "Dynamic Factors Affecting
Combustion of Liquid Spheres," Sixth Symposium on Combustion, p. 708

(Reinhold Publishing Company, New York (1956).

12H. C. Hottel, G. C. Williams, and H. C. Simpson, Fifth Symposium
(International) on Combustion, pp. 101-129 (Reinhold Publishing Cor-
poration, New York, 1955).
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The critical free-stream velocity has been found to depend on sphere
diameter and to vary with both the latent heat of volatilization of the

fuel and the ambient temperature. In particular, the critical velocity,

corresponding to a break in the flame at the forward stagnation point,

has been found to increase with sphere diameter, to decrease on substi-

tution of liquids fuels requiring more heat to vaporize, and to increase

with ambient temperature.

10
Using'kerosene as the fuel, Spalding found a direct proportiona-

lity between the critical velocity and sphere diameter. This he offered

as evidence In support of his flame-strength theory of extinction. In

M contrast, Agoston, Wise, and Rosser, using n-butyl alcohol as the fuel,

observed extinction velocity to vary as the square root of drop diameter.

Aside f.'om this unresolved contradiction, Spalding's theory satis-

L factorily accounts for the available experimental data on extinction.

Critical quench distanci--Another plausible explanation for the

experimental facts described above involves the quenching of flames

within a small distance of a solid surface. The theory is not well

advanced for dif,!usion flames, but there is a wealth of empirical infor-

matioa for premixed flames that can be explained theoretically, and it

seems likely that some correspondence of principles will apply to dif-

fusion flames.

Fundamentally, when an established flame burns in proximity to a

solid surface that acts as a sink for heat and reactive intermediates,

these mar diffuse to the surface fast enough to lower the temperature
" and/or concentration of reaction intermediates below the level needed

to maintain a stable flame, and extinction occurs. At atmospheric

pressure, these distances are the order of millimeters. In Spalding's

experiments with kerosene-wetted spheres, the distance separating

the liquid surface from the visible flame bad a minimum value of about
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0.036 inch ` -'0.9 mu) immediately before extinction, regardless of the

drop diameter. Agoston et al. report the same constant separation

distance for porous spheres wetted with both ethyl alcohol and n-butyl

alcohol. Reporting on experiments on burning of cellulosic solids,

131
Parker estimated the standoff distance for visible flames at about A
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EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

We plan to complete and use the SRI blast/fire shocktube to

investigate extinction phenomena and conditions suggested by current

theories. Several idealized simulations of fires and fire/fuel geo-

metries will be used to establish the appropriateness of the proposed

extinction concepts and, as appropriate, to develop empirical scaling

ru les.

For example, we propose to use spherical wicks of varying diameter

saturated with liquid and/or gaseous fuels representing a range of

values of Spalding's mass-transfer B number and "flame strengths." The

resulting data will be compared with the extinction reiponses of solid

spheres of PiA, Delrin, and cellulose. These model polymers are

chosen because they represent an interesting range in the properties of

urban fuels and because their effective ltent heats of vaporization,

the so-called "heats of volatilization" are well established experi-

mentally.

Other configurations to be used may include flat fuel beds arranged

longitudinally to the path of the shock. These may be both solid fuelsI!
and liquid fuels and could include liquid fuels on solid wicks. 4

The Attachment (Summary Final Report, Shocktube for Blast-Fire

Interaction Studies, August 30, 1974) describes the shocktube's capa- .

bility to independently vary overpressure, positive-phase duration, and

particle velocity. A schedule of variation of these parameters will be

used to explore the empirical dependencies.

SB-7,
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APPEND IX C

ThER1AL SIMULATION FACILITIES

* The following material summarize the current status of
the facilities available to simulate the thermal radiation
emitted from a nuclear weapon burst.

T- ri-Service Thermal Nuclear Flash

Test Facility

"I - Explosive Light Source (1LS)

I Miscellaneous Facilities for the

Siuulation of Nuclear Burst Thermal
! ~Radiation.
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I. TRI-SERVICE THERMAL NUCLEAR FLASH

TEST FACILITY

f[eference: DNA-4488Z, Interim Summary Report, 29 March 19781

* University of Dayton built and operates the facility

located at Air Force Materials Laboratory, Wright-
V Patterson AFB, Ohio. The work was funded by DNA/SPAS

(Maj. D. Garrison and Capt. J. M. Rafferty were contract

monitors).

I. Objectives:

1. To provide the Tri-Service community with a quick-

response, intense radiation heating experimental
capability, including the effects of aerodynamic

and mechanical loads;

2. To conduct tests for the Tri-Service community as

required; and

3. To generate a data base of the response of typical
materials exposed to nuclear flash environments.I As of early CY78, the Facility has four basic experimental

units operating:

(1) Irradiation of test specimens using a Quartz
Lamp Band (0LB);

(2) Irradiation of test specimens using a QLB in

aerodynamic flow;

(3) Irradiation of test specimens using a QLB with

tension or bending mechanical loads; and

C-1
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(4) Irradiation of test specimens using an Arc
Imaging Furnace (AIF).

Quartz Lamp Banks

Two banks are now available - one is stationary and the :1
other mobile. The banks produce a one-dimensional
radiation source area of about 15 cm by 12 cm; the
incident radiation heat flux on a test specimen can be

as high as 35 cal/cm2 sec.

0 Arc Image Furnacee 11
Two arc image furnaces are available: both utilize carbon 11
arcs as radiation sources, thereby producing a different
wavelength spectrum than produced by the tungsten filament

quartz lamps. The Gaussian Beam Arc Imaging Furnace
S(GBAIF) is capable of producing a radiant heat flux up to

2 I
12 about 140 cal/cm sec. Typical specimen sizes are 2.5 cm

by 2.5 cm square. Exposure times may vary from 0.1 seas to

about 20 sees; the time is accurately controlled by a p
water-cooled shutter, producing a square wave profile in
time.

The One-Dimensional Beam Arc Imaging Furnace (ODBAIF) uses
one mirror to produce an essentially parallel-light

radiation test device. The beam diameter is about 30 cm

with a constant heat flux of about I cal/cm2 sec. A
shutter is used to produce a square wave profile, similar

to GBAIF.

I-
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An open-circuit, pull-down wind tunnel in available to
simulate aerodynamic flow over specimens exposed to highiintensity radiation. The 30-cm, long test section has a2.38-cm by ll.43-cm cross section. The constant freegtreanm
velocity is nominally 240 rn/sec (M 0.7). The Reynolds
number can be varied from 2x106 to 18X166.

The mobile QLB is used in conjunction with the wind tunnel;
specimen sizes up to '11.4 cm by 10. cm can be accomodated. .E~ 1 2l~Heat flux levels ut) to 40 2as/msec are readily achieved.

* Mechanical Load Simulation

A creep frame is available for dead weight simulation of jtensile and bending loads on specimens. The mobile QLB
is used as the radiation source. Uniaxial tension stress
levels are 3.5 to 1700 MPa and bending (tension or
compression) stress levels are 7 to 1400 MPa.

* Projected Facility Improvements 
-

During FY78 and FY79 several facility improvements are
projected:

.(a) Increased Heating - Increased heat flux levels
o± quartz lamp banks. 

-
(b) Shutter A water-cooled shutter will be added

to OLE to allow for better pulse shaping.

(c) Surface Phenomena Phtography - Motion picture
photography capability will be added.
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(d) Strain Measurement - Temperature-compensated A

strain gages and/or use of LVDT-type deflecto-

meters will be considered.

(e) Surface Temperature Pyrometry - A recording

F optical pyrometer system, to measure high
surface temperatures of test specimens, will A

S~be installed.

(f) Solar Furnace - The solar furnace is available,

but must be wired up and checked out. The furnace

uses a carbox arc for the radiation source, which

closely simulates the nuclear flash blackbody

temperatures.

(g) Simultaneous Aerodynamic and Mechanical Loading -

The ability to simultaneously expose specimens to

radiant heating, aerodynamic shear and mechanical

loads is desirable and will be implemented.

c-4
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EXPLOSIVE LIGHT SOURCE (ELS)

[Reference: Presentations at the 1977 Satellite DiagnosticsWorking Group Meeting held at the Air Force TechnicalAPPlications Center, Patrick AFB, Florida on 5 April 1978,by Mr. John Dishon, Science Applications, Inc., and Mr.Ronald F. Glaser, Sandia Corporation-Albuquerque]

0 Objectives:
1 . To provide an intense, short-duration thermalradiation source which is capable of irradiating

large military specimens and/or structures;

2. To design the construction of the source elementsso that the source is mobile or can be easily
set up at remote test locations;

3. To conduct field tests of the source, varying thesource dimension, bag geometry, and chemical
parameters, and measuring the source output vs.
time and space.

S• The reference presentation provided information on theearly designs of the ELS, a description of four specificevents conducted during the period 28 February to 6 March"1978, and the data from those events collected by Sandia.The information presented here is taken from the reference
presentation.
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, US Background

- Peak Power: 6x106 to lx109 watts0 0- Spectrum: Blackbody of 3800 to 40000 K

- Mechanism: 2 Al + 3/2 02 * A12 03 + Light (34%)

T- wo-Pulsed Unit
Y!:!i: -Size: 2-ft Sphere to 200-ft Linear Array

*• ELS Characteristics

PULSE POWER RNERISE TIME FLUX RATE DECAY TIME
(WTS) I(MSEC) (W/SEC) (MSEC)
6 99- 1

1: Primary 6x106 -1x10 2.0-4.0 3x109 -5x101 1  30
i ~Secondary 2.5xI07-lx09j 2S-400 g•xG-3000 .

4 <3

B Results of the February-March 1978 ELS Tests

The ELS primary pulse array for these tests measured 40 ft !

wide by 12 ft high and the secondary pulse array was about

44 ft wide by 20 ft high. These arrays were positioned
parallel to each other, separated by 50 ft.

[. The results of these events are listed in the Table below;

in all cases the data presented are averages of the
detailed measurements obtained by Sandia.

c-
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lst PULSE 2nd PULSE Llet X 1t 2nd DETECTORSEVENT PEAR POWER PEAK POWER RATE MAX MAX TRIGGERED(WATTS) (WATTS) (WATTS/SEC) (MS) (MS) (MS)

'I 1.6x108  2"1x0 8  6.6x10 0  2.4 98 359 5
2 8.7xi07  1.2xl07  2.9x101 0  3.0 41 187 33 1.2xi0 4."xi07  4.lxlO 2.9 24 74 44 1"5x10 8  1.5xlo 5.1.xl0I0 2.9 37 343 7

The Sandia amplitude vs. time measurements were obtained with Ithe following instrumentation:

(a) Super Suitcase, Optical (2 each)

S(b) Old-Style Suitcase (former YSRM) (3 each)

S(c) Nuclear Burst Detection System (NBDs) (3 each)

4 Conclusions from the Februar -March 1978 ELS Tests (as
stated- bY S7 TA)

1. Regarding the first pulse Zate of rise, the ELS
(as detonated at SLA) has a slow rise compared toBhangmeter requirements to detect nuclear bursts.

2. Regarding the second pulse shape, the 8-bag ELS
detonated at SLA showed considerable shape
variability; the 40-bag ELS should show improvement.S~3. Regarding the optical/yield scaling, it appearsF

Fi

• that the ELS optical source strength increases as
approximately (Y)2/ Looking at relative source

strengths, one can list:

c-I!
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EVENT SOURCE SOURCE STRENGTH
- ~(WATTSýSILICON) 1

ELS 1-bag (6-shots- 7x107

Ave.)
ELS (Y2/ 3 scaling') 8-bag (scaled from 2.8x0 8

S~ 1-bag)ELS 28-bag (measured) 2.8xl0 8

ELS (Y2/ 3scaling) 40-bag (scaled from 8.2x108

1-bag)
Nuclear Burst 2nd Max. (1 KT) 1.8xl013

DICE THROW 630-Tons ANFO 1.2x10 1 0

PRE-DICE THROW 11 120-Tons ANFO 7.1x109

Lightning Return Strokes IxlO - 1x10 1 2

0i Near-Term Projected Testing

r (a) SAI and SLA performed some ELS test events at

[ Fort Ord (California) during April-May 1978. The
main test elements included: (1) Alternative

designs of the ELS array; (2) Larger source arrays;
(3) Measurements of direct/scattered radiation
ratios; (4) Measurements of range dependence and

radiation symmetry; (5) Measurements of optical/
yield outputs to determine scaling relations.

(b) SAI will participate, with ELS arrays, in the
Misers Bluff event planned for late June 1978.

8
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?MISCELLANEOUS FACILITIES FOR THE SIMULATION OF

NUCLEAR BURST THERMAL RADIATION

I•
In addition to the two primary simulation facilities

mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, there are a few other

possible facilities around the U. S. which could be used to

simulate thermal radiation from a nuclear burst.
,~I!

0 Lasers (of various varieties)

SThe CO2 laser has been used in the past for materials

testing, wher .Iiqh fluxes are imposed on very smallspecimens. .An~unfocussed beam, would-approach l-cm

diameter and could emit about 100 watts/cm , continuous
or pulsed. The radiation would be monochromatic in the
10p wavelength region, which means that the radiation

coupling efficiency would be high for organic materials.

6 Solar Source

Sandia Laboratory (Albuquerque) has erected an array of
flat mirrors, covering an area about 13 ft square.
This facility is designed to produce a relatively low
flux (less than 5 cals/cm 2sec) over this large area.

* Carbon Arc Furnaces

(1) The carbon arc furnace, formerly located at NASL,
was moved to NSWC (White Oak) when NASL closed.
This furnace has not been used for the last 3 to 4
years, but laboratory personnel state that it
could be made operational, if required.

C-91I
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[(2) The carbon arc furnace, formerly located at NRDL,
was purchased by Stanford Research Institute when

'I NRDL closed. This furnace has since been declared
surplus and is not usable,

p
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Appendix D

I

OBJECTIVES FOR PREPAREDNESS AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS
SFOR CIVIL DEFENSE DESIGN OPTIONS

I I

A paper originally presented
Sto the A

1978 Western Regional ConferenceSof the

Society of American Military Engineers

Seattle, Washington

March 30 and 31, 1978

By

Clifford E. McLain
Deputy Director

Defense Civil Preparedness Agency
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As you are all aware, much recent study has been devoted to the questions
of civil defense and, indeed, such studies are still continuing. A recently
completed study by the Department of Defense examined a number of design
options which would provide for the survival of a major fraction of the
total U. S. population in the event of a general nuclear exchange between
the U. S. and the Soviet Union. In addition, there are current studies as
to the strategic roles which might be played by civil defense and as to
appropriate organizational designs for civil defense/emergency preparedness
management. Decisions as to the role, objectives, and organization of civil
defense are expected in the very near future,

Assuming that specific dec'3ions are made establishing both the objectives
and basic functional requirements to be met by a civil defense/emergency
preparedness system, and a schedule for the installation of such a system,
we will then have the task of developing and deploying something which
actually works. The notice that one's head will be put on the block of
actual performance assessment is always a sobering experience for any design
engineer. Safety margins and design conservatism become matters of signifi-
cant impact once the operational date and specific performance requirements
have been established. At the Federal level, at least, civil defense has not
been subjected to specific performance testing of a complete system, even

though test exercises and interaction on a "dual use" basis with peacetime
emergencies have been effective in limited resting of some civil defense
functional elements.

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A WORKING
CIVIL DEFENSE SYSTEM

If the system is actually intended to work, let's first examine what its
general functional characteristics should be. The functional characteristics
of a civil defense system (as opposed to functional elements such as commun-
ications, shelters, stockpiles, emergency services, etc.) may be defined as
those end functions of the system which determine its overall worth and
effectiveness. They may be listed in the following fourfold manner:

o Reduce the targeting efficiency of the threat,
to protect the population

o Good false-alarm tolerance

o Continuity of emergency services

o Enhanced recovery capability

If the civil defense system is to function in any strategic sense at all,
it is almost a truism to say that it must distribute people, industrial facil-
ities, whatever elements of the national civil structure are to be preserved,
so as to reduce the efficiency with which these elements can be targeted.
Only in the case of very hard systems (Minuteman Silos, for example) can a

D-1
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resource remain as a target and maintain a finite probability of survival
through attacking system limitations (accuracy, yield, numbers assigned
per target, etc.). Furthermore, the manner in which i.t reduces the target-
ing risk of such elements must be such that the effectiveness of the system
cannot be negated by retargeting, This latter point is important If
pressures on the adversary to increase the weapons inventory needed to hold
the protected elements hostage are to be avoided (i.e., If very large in-
creases are necessary, the adversary may give up attempts to retain target..
Ing risk for these protected elements).

A second Important functional characteristic, really applicable to any
emergency system, is that it have a good false-alarm tolerance. The system'
must be capable of being turned on (to an alert or protected status) without
disastrously affecting the national or local welfare through this act alone.
Can the civil defense program be activated to place national civil resources
under greater protection in times of maximum tension or actual attack
intelligence without imposing unacceptable effects from the activation
itself? If it cannot, the system will likely never be turned on.

Continuity and effectiveness of emergency services must be preserved by any
functional civil defense system. Requirements for such services will be
intense during both the activation period for the civil defense system (i.e.,
from initial warning to actual attack or "all clear" intelligence) as well
as the obvious requirements for attack survival and recovery. The operation
of the system to remove national elements (as population) from targeting must
at the same time preserve the coherent responsive capabilities of the essential
emergency services, such as medical care, firefighting, law enforcement.
rescue operations, and the like.

Finally, the ability of the system to prepare is essentially the ability of
the system to enhance survival. It is further suggested that survival can,
in the ultimate sense, only be defined in terms of recovery capability. The
overall preparedness capabilities of the system can only be achieved through
designs which consider and meet the functional requirements of recovery which
includes the extension to long-term survival.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE U.S. SYSTEM1

If the foregoing may be said to have established general functional charac-
teristics of arn operational civil defense system, how have these functional
characteristics appeared in the actual development of the U. S. civil defense
program?

The earliest formal Federal action for civil defense was taken Aunust 29, 1916
when Congress created the Council of National Defense (39 .tat. 649; 5C UJSC
Ch. 1), composed of Secretaries of War, Navy, Interior, Agriculture, Commerce,
and Labor. The Council was charged with coordinating industries and resources
for the national security. Following the declaration of war, April 6, 1917,

1This historical detail is more completely outlined in "Significant Events in U. S.
Civil Defense History" published by the Defense Civil Pre,,aredress Agency, July 1,
1975.
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Sthe Council requested all State Governors to establish State councils. State
and local units were organized in all States, but these rapidly dissolved
following the Armistice of November 11, 1918. However, the Council of
National Defense continued in operation well into the Wit period.

The next formal actions Look place just prior to the entry of the U. S. into'
WWII with the establishment of the Office of Emergency Management within the
Executive Office, by Executive Order 8248, September 8, 1939. The office
actually became active in May 1940. An advisory commission was appointed to
the Council of National Defense and State organizations were established

| throughout 1940. In June 1941, the Lanham Act was passed providing $150,000,000

for community facilities for civil defense activities. An Office of Civilian
[ 'Defense (OCD) was established (EO 8757) within the Office of Emergency

Management, with Mayor LaGuardia of New York named as Director.

During WII, civil defense operations were rapidly expanded with organiza-
tional extension to the community level through volunteer "block wardens,"
aircraft spotters, and like functions. Shortly following the victory in
Europe (V-E Day), May 8, 1945, the OCD was abolished and State and local
organizations subsequently disbanded. Following WWII the U. S. perceived the
need to maintain civil defense activities, particularly in the event of
possible atomic weapon warfare. The Office of Civil Defense Planning (OCDP)
was created on March 28, 1948 to plan for national security. One year later
(March 3, 1949) civil defense planning was assigned to the National Security
Resources Board (NSRB).

5 Finally, on September 6, 1950, PL 774, Defense Production Act of 1950 proposed
a national civil defense plan. PL 875, September 30, 1950 authorized Federal
assistance to States and local governments in major disasters. Executive
Order 10185 (Dec. 1, 1950) created the Federal Civie Defense Administration
(FCDA) within the Office for Emergency Management, in the Executive Office of
the President. On December 16, 1950 (EO 10193), the Office of Defense ¶
Mobilization was also established.

On January 12, 1951, President Truman signed the Civil Defense Act of 1950
(PL 920, 81st Cong.) establishing FCDA as an independent agency in the Execu-Ii tive Branch of the Government. During 1951, FCDA set about creating an
effective working organization at national, State, and local levels. Training
programs were started, and a partnership basis of support was initiated. FCDA
established a regional organization with 9 regional directors. Executive Order
10427 of Jan. 16, 1953, gave FCDA responsibility for providing assistance to
localities stricken by major disasters under PL 875; and Executive Order 10737,
of October 29, 1957, expanded functions of FCDA in administering disaster
relief under PL 875. On July 1, 1958, EO 10773 placed all civil defense
functions in the Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization (00M4), established
by PL 85-763 (August 26, 1958). At the same time (August 8, 1958), PL
85-606 vested civil defense responsibility jointly between States and the
Federal Government, and authorized financial contributions to States for
necessary personnel and administrative expenses (P&A funds) and for reimburse-

ment of expenses of students attending civil defense schools (Student Expense
" ~Program).

Organizational modifications continued with the assignment of responsibility
for civil defense to the Secretary of Defense, under an Assistant Secretary I
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of Defense, and the reconstitution of OCDM as a small Executive Office staff

coordinating function as the Office of Emergency Planning (OEP), under EO
10952, effective August 1, 1961 (the OEP was'later approved by PL 87-296,
September 22, 1961). A vigorous program for the survey and establishment of
fallout shelters was begun as a result cf the Berlin Crisis. This was added
to in late 1962 in response to the Cuban Missile Crisis. Major funding
increases were provided for shelter identification and for emergency food and
medical stockpiles. This vigorous effort was largely completed by the end of
1963. On April 1, 1964, the Secretary of Defense transferrpd all civilI. defense responsibilities (assigned to him under EO 10952) to the Secretary of
the Army, who subsequently established an Office of Civil Defense. The OEP
continued to exist in the Executive Office of the President.

Executive Order 11490, October 28, 1969 assigned emergency preparedness
functions to a variety of Federal departments and agencies and superseded all
previous EO's on the subject. On May 5, 1972 the Secretary of Defense
established the Defense Civil Preparedness Agency (DOPA) as an independent
DOD agincy responsible for civil defense reporting to the Secretary of Defense
and the OCD in the Army was abolished. Further distribution of functions was
"accomplished in 1973 under EO 11725 (June 27, 1973) which transferred the
functions of the OEP to HUD, Treasury, and GSA. Authorized were: Federal
Disaster Assistance Administration (FDAA) under HUD, to administer national
disaster relief functions, and the Office of Preparedness (OP changed to the
Federal Preparedness Agency, FPA, July 1, 1975) under GSA.

In all of the foregoing history of actions, the Federal involvement in civil
defense was viewed primarily as providing for an effective system to mitigate
loss and facilitate recovery in the event of nuclear attack. Yet, State and
local governments had been encouraged to combine defense and peacetime pre-
paredness functions in a single organizational structure (i.e., not to maintain
a separate structure for nuclear attack problems only). The close practical
parallelism between nuclear attack and peacetime emrgency functional require-
ments were recognized early in the history of the program. In more recent
history, formal recognition of the "dual use' of the U. S. civil defense
system was established by a 1976 amendment to the Civil Defense Act of 1950
(Sec. 804(a), PL 94-361, 90 Stat. 931N, approved July 14, 1976. This amendment
specifically recognized the "dual use" aspect of civil defense as a partnership
approach by Federal and State governments "... to provide relief and assistance
to people in areas of the U. S. struck by disasters other than disasters
caused by enemy attack."

What are the conclusions to be drawn from this brief historical outline?

1. The general desirability of maintaining some form of civil defense
operitions and planning has been continuously recognized.

2. Major buildups in support have been directly derived from immediate
perceived threats (the Berlin Crisis, the Cuban Missile Crisis).

3. The program has principally addressed the question of population
survival. Continuity of government has received some study. Very little
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has been done on industrial/economic survival.

4. At no time were any specific performance goals tstablished for
civil defense (ie., against threat T, X% of the poool0dtion survives with II'( probability P).)

~CURRENT PROG.RAM STATUS

The current situation of civil defense In the U. S. is that a system exists I
which partially provldes..a basis for effective expedient 'surge mode"
actions if sufficient time and resolve were provided between strategic £
warning and attack. In a one-to-two week period of action and national
resolve from warning to attack, the current program provides for: saving Iii about ten million lives, a minimal probability of survival for the Federal
Government teams deployed in the protective arc around the National Capitol,
a reasonable probability of survival for the President, and essentially no
protection of industry or the economic base. Certain of the currently
existent crisis relocation plans are probably subject to retargeting. The
current relocation facilities for preserving the continuity of the Federal
Government are very vulnerable to a dellberite Soviet attack against the
Federal Government. No highly survivable C and resource inventory andallocation system currently exists by which recovery could be managed from
a national center immediately following an attack.

In part, this current U. S. civil defense position may be said to be alogical development from the so-called "mutual assured destruction posture.

"~Massive retaliation"1 was, in a sense, an initial phase of the sane policy
when U. S. strategic forces were preponderant immediately following WWII.
This posture emphasizes peacekeeping through force of strategic offensive
-armaments and argues that general nuclear war must be made "unthinkable."
Thus, in general, the populations and industrial/economic resources of the
strategic adversaries would be the targets upon which deterrence would be
based. Any significant action to effectively remove population or industrial/

I' economic base from retaliatory targeting would thus be regarded as
destabilizing.

Recent assessments of Soviet civil defense actions and their general
strategic philosophy have led to a reexamination of the U. S. position.
Regardless of the actual performance potential of Soviet strategic systems, *1
and civil defense, a Soviet view of deterrence based on "war fighting" capa-
bility, rather than mutual assured destruction, would clearly introduce an
asymmetry of perceptions in the strategic balance between the U. S. and the
Soviet Union. Some have argued that such a real differenc2 exists. ("A
Dangerous Delusion"--Adm. Elmo R. Zumwalt, USNf Ret), Saturday Evening Post,
November 1977; "Civil Defense in the Soviet Union" -- C.N. Donnelly, Inter-
national Defense Review Vol. 10, No. 4, Aug. 1977; "Soviet Civil Defense:
The Grim Realities"--John G. Hubbell, Reader's Digest, Feb. 1978.) It has
also been argued by some, that if options other than mutual assured destruc-
tion are to be made available to the President, (i.e., significant reductions
in nuclear arms, more limited attack/respoase scenarios, etc.) such options
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should not place the general U. S. population and industrial base at risk
and, therefore, require an effective civil defense system, For these and
other reasons, some have argued that civil defense should form an integral
active part of the structure and operational capability of U. S. strategic
forces. ("Legislation Introduced to Provide for a Comprehensive 7-Year
Civil Defense Program"--Congressman Donald J. Mitchell, 31st District-N.Y.--
Congressional Record H1672-1676 March 3, 1978; "Nuclear War, The Life and
Death Issues"--Edgar Vesamer, Air Force Magazine, Jan. 1976).

In any event, regardless-of whether the rationale is based upon perceptions
that civil defense is a necessary part of the U. S. strategic posture or
upon a desire to have an effective "insurance policy", a decision to deploy
an effective civil defense capability clearly requires a new and more vigor-
ously supported civil defense program. The current program lacks the capa-
bility of performing such functions effectively. For all options, it is
resolve and the acceptance by State and local governments that a rationall

requirement for nuclear attack preparedness exists. At a minimum, improved
F provisions for Federal strategic stockpile management and continuity of

Federal Government appear to be absolutely necessary, even under current
civil defense policy

PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEM DESIGN

Assuming a decision to deploy a civil defense system designed to meet
p erformance criteria (and recalling that such an objective has never been

formally assigned in the past), we must establish a set of functional require-
ments which can be used to describe the system before its detailed design
can be rationally undertaken. It was noted in the preceding section that
these functional requirements might be defined as:

Reduce the targeting efficiency of the threat

.Good false-alarm tolerance

* Continuity of emergency services

* Enhanced recovery capability

All of these basic functional characteristics can be defined in terms of a
specific performance requirement. The question of specific design tradeoffs
can only be dealt with rationally if some set of such performance require-
ments are not stated by at least defining the boundaries within which
predicted performance should lie. A mix of quantitati,, and qualitative
descriptions may be necessary. For example:

Protection: X % of population survives threat T with probability P

False Alarm: Relocation on warning has a one-time cost of $M and a
carrying cost of $Y for a maximum of t weeks - Recovery

I. time t to normal following alert.
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Emergency Services: Specification of minimum health, police, fire-
fighting performance to be preserved as a function

V• of host area plan.

Enhanced Recovery: Recovery time of K weeks against threat T.
From the basic functional characteristics previously described, some derivi- p
tive principles of design may be established for general civil preparedness
systems which are intended to meet the threat of nuclear attack. In summary,
these principles may be generally stated to be: P

* Distributed targets (enforced low unit warhead efficiency for
the attacker).

.Distributed adaptive functions (those functional units and
elements which remain can reform themselves quickly into an operating civil
system).

* Autonomous operational capability for individual units, areas
immediately following attack.

Minimization of required communication bandwidth through dele-
gation of information processing, decision functions, resource allocation to
lowest possible level.

* Local damage assessment, resource allocation.

*Redundant critical information storage.

All of these principles are, of course, corollaries of the basic theorem that

lowering the density of the target distribution is the mechanism by which
targeting risk by any given threat level is reduced.

What are the implications of these principles for specific civil defense
system designs? First, the methodology for distribution can be most simply

examined in terms of a uniform distribution of population or other resource
over an area which is large with respect to that which can be brought under
targeting risk by the threatening strategic forces. This is essentially the
design basis applied to deceptive basing of strategic systems (SSBNs on
patrol, bombers in flight, the MX tunnel based system). The effectiveness
of such a distribution is described by the simple notion (see fig. I) that
over a total area A, population P is uniformly distributed (or ;argets occur
with uniform probability) with a uniform "hardness" such that (w)a is at
risk for a single warhead, where a is the area subject to nuclear blast and
fallout effects which exceed the uniform hardness of the distributed targets
or population. Thus, for an attack of N nuclear weapons of jniform yield
arriving at area A. the fraction of the uniformly distributed population or
other targets which will be destroyed will not exceed 4 (this assumes a
"cookie cutter" kill probability distribution such that all population or
targets within area a are destroyed and all outside survive--other "real"
survival probability distributions yield essentially similar results when
A* Na). N2f course, the surviving fraction of the distributed population
Fs5(l X- .
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The trade-off between the "hardness" of the distributed population
(which determines the unit risk area, a) and the total area A, required
to preserve a desired fraction of surviving population or other targets
against an arriving attack of N warheads, is qualitatively illustrated
by Fig. 1. In fact, classi.al CRP--out of the cities and into rural
"host areas"--would be unnecessary if shelters of sufficent hardness
(both blast and fallout) were uniformly distributed throughout the urban-
ized risk areas. Using 1975 population figures, total population in
urbanized areas (pop. over 50,000) was about 124 million--within a total
area of 35,000 square miles. If three-fourths of the total urban popula-
tinn were to survive, again using the very simple assumption of 100 percent
survival outside of the unit weapon risk area a, the total permissible risk
area, Na, would be about 9,000 square miles, which could be achieved
against 2,000 1 MT weapons with a uniform hardness level of about 30 psi
and corresponding fallout capability. Such a system would be expensive--
on the order of a few hundred dollars per person--but it would permit
sheltering within the general urban area.

However, an actual uniform "soup" of population or other targets cannot be
spread over the entire distribution area. In a practical sense, population
will have to be grouped in finite clumps within protective facilities. Can
these clumps be effectively targeted so as to place a higher percentage of
the redistributed (crisis relocated) population at risk? Assuming that no
two clumps occur within a single unit weapon risk area a, and that each
clump can be fully destroyed by a single weapon (i.e., lies fully within a),
the fraction of clumped population at risk is obviously the ratio of the
number of arriving weapons to the number of clumps, M, assuming clumps of
uniform size. The surviving fraction Fs=l-N

Therefore, for distributed systems, the effective threat to clumping ratio
must be 16w enough that the desired fractiun of population is saved. This

is, of course, exactly the same principle as that of the design of a multiple
launch point deceptive based ICBM system. For this reason, if existing host
facilities are to be used, the CRP plan must be carefully examined to make
sure that the actual population redistribution achieved is insensitive to
retargeting.

It should also be noted that if extremely hard protection facilities are used,
one can depart from the dispersion design philosophy and instead base sur-
vivability on a low-kill probability of the strategic weapon used against the
target, i.e., the accuracy and yield of the weapon will not produce a high

fatality rate against the hardened shelter, This is the survivability
principle of the current hardened land-based strategic missile forces. Such
an approach has two problems as a civil defense solution (1) it is extremely
expensive, and (2) it is hostage to qualitative improvements in the threat:
warhead accuracy and yield.

Assuming that a civil defense system has been acquired which meets these
basic survival requirements just discussed, what are the preparedness
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requirements to insure its efficient utilization? The critical functional
elements certainly include:

Warning -- time commensurate with distributed system design

requirements.

Decision structure -- for control.

. Dispersion plan -- to achieve removal from targeting.

*'Shelters -. .to achieve the required hardness for the dis-
persion plan.

Stocking -- to permit shelter survival through post attack
radiation hazards.

Environmental sensing -- to permit optimum safe recovery
operations.

STraining and incentives for CRP -- to insure compliance with
the population distribution plan.

. Shelter management techniques -- to insure conditions which
will encourage adherence to safety and good
survival practice.

. Emergency Services -- medical, firefighting, etc.

* Record and information retrieved -- for recovery.

The required hardness for the survival of distributed population or other
potentially targeted resources may be achieved either through previously
installed shelters or facilities (undoubtedly required for higher hardness
levels) or expedient protective facilities, prepared as a part of the re-
location action itself. The time to prepare these expedient facilities must,
of course, be included in the overall reaction time of the system (i.e., the I
time to achieve the designed protection level from the decision to activatethe system),.i

If the bombs actually fall, these systems and preparations should succeed
in preserving the design fraction of population and other resources protected
against the nuclear exchange risk itself. But of what use are the surviving
population and facilities if a viable political and economic fabric cannot
be restored? It is clear that, Initially, most of the direct connective
networks serving the Nation; electric power, gas and oil pipelines, long

F line comrunications, surface transport of goods {ajor rail and highway
routes), etc. will be severed. Furthermore, economic recovery will require
quick reference to and evidence of financial resources, property holdings,
and all of the fabric of the modern economic world. Therefore, if survival
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is to have meaning in the sense of recovery, the preparedness system must
establish the facilities required for rapid recovery in such a way that
they too, survive and maintain their utility after the attack. If this
iseto be achieved, the recovery resources must follow the same design

principles as those required for basic population on resource survival.

They must be distributed so that adequate survival will be assured
regardless of the way in which the threat is targeted, and the elements
which survive must be adaptive in character; that is, an entire working
system must be formable from the fraction of resources remaining. There-
fore, a distributed, adaptive system is required.

Figure 2 is illustrative of the problem. It shows a representative segment
of the current DCPA/civil defense land lines communications system. In
peacetime and for warning it is an efficient system. Note, however, that

t its nodes and major lines lie in or pass through high risk target areas.
In the event of an actual general attack, few, if any, of these channels
would remain. However, if a fabric or network of alternate channels is
overlaid, having numbers of lines and nodes large with respect to the total
threat and having a characteristic size of its fine structure which is
significantly smaller than the mean distance between high threat areas,
this network will survive. ;Even though it has large holes blown in it,
continuous communications will still be possible--although, perhaps through
less efficient routes than with the current trunk and branch linear system. ¶
Facilities for the construction of such a system in many cases already
exist, in the emergency radio and ham radio activities, for example.

Similarly, some means should be developed for massive redundancy and secur-
ity for vital records and economic and financial data. Currently, many
large financial institutions provide for duplicate record maintenance in
at least one alternate secure site. But, how well can the interrupted
threat of current economic and financial activity be picked up from these
repositories? And, can a single duplicate unit provide adequate survival
probability? It is possible that, if all financial institutions (banks,
etc.) will provide an alternate record repository with balanced hardness
dispersed randomly in the "non-risk" areas, the large numbers of these in
comparison with the threat warheads will insure survival of a major fraction
and that this major fraction will be a sufficient basis upon which to
restore the economic and financial system. Further redundancy would, how-
ever, seem to be a wise move.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF COST AND PERFORMANCE

How may such civil defense systems be expected to perform as a function of
cost? A number of sample designs have been roughly priced and evaluated
against a nominal massive attack against military targets and urban/industrial
centers. The results of these assessments in terms of percent of total
population'surviving is shown in Figure 3. For purposes of this discussion,
only the relative results (not absolute values) are important. Very inex-
pensive systems (Systems A and B) do not save much of the population. Fallout
protection alone is not enough to provide a significant improvement for an
in-place system over no system at all. System C, relocation to farms and
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hamlets, performs significantly better than the cheap in-place systems but

subjects a significant fraction to injury if no fallout protection is
provided due to the very large unit areas at hazard at the lower (but still
dangerous) fallout levels. Systems D and E both provide a balanced disper-
sion considering hardness and the overall dispersion area and both provide
good protection but system E is much more expensive than system D because
high blast and fallout resistance is required (cost may be on the urder of
IOOX that of system 0).

However, another consideration is the reliability of the :ystem--how well
can it be trusted to work--especially since it will likely never be tested
as a complete system (though perhaps in parts) prior to the need to actually
employ it? In-place systems such as system E, if they are physically main-
tained with ready stocks, have few assumptions regarding their efficiency.
They are "in-place" so no extensive relocation is necessary. Only a short
warning time is required and no extensive evacuation plans need be put into
action, so its false alarm tolerance is high. The major elements of dcubt :4
are the extension of timely warning to the individual citizen aiid long term
effects, which can really not be dealt with by any emergency protection system. *

On the other hand, system D, which if it works performs as well as the much
more costly in-place system E, has many p"oblems. Will the citizens be able
to evacuate and ýet up the system within the available warning time (the
nominal design requires a 1-2 week "surge period" to get the population or
other resources into a protected status)? How well will stocking, emergency
services, and the fabric of local, State, and national organizations tolerate
the relocation? What risks are there if CBR protection is set aside? Can
the expedient shelters and stocks really be prepared within the surge period
or warning time available to the performance levels expected?

The major point is illustrated in Figure 4: for similar performance, freedom
from assumptions costs money. The expensive system will be highly reliable, j
but its cost may not be assessed as equitable to the estimated risk of nuclear
war. The inexpensive system may meet current estimates of "a reasonable L
amount to spend" but important doubts about its ability to work will remain.

One potential solution is to design a framework system which will provide all
of the essential functions except those peculiar to the expensive requirements
of shelters and stocking and to meet these functions in a design providing
common support for peacetime emergencies and the threat of nuclear war. This

V concept implies that there exists commonality between civil defense and
national (peacetime) emergency preparedness functions and, further, that the
exercise of the system in mecting general national emergency requirements will
of itself prove the performance of the system in meeting a nuclear attack.

There is a basic credibility problem with low cost, framework systems which
affects the degree to which the many assumptions (ref. Fig. 4) associatedI with such systems may be accepted as valid. This is the problem of motivating
the actions and effective Interest of people oriented systems (which these
low-cost framework systems must be) in an environment which sees a serious
threat a long way ahead in the future. The concept of an "event horizon"
may illustrate the problem (ref. Fig. 5). As the possible time of the
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1(
occurrence of an event draws toward the present from some future potential I
occurrence, our perception level of its effects rises. There is some
postulated critical level, above which people are strongly motivated to
take action. Below this level, the possibility of the event happening is
still recognized, but the motivation to take effective action to counter
the event drops rapidly. Studies have indicated that for typical critical
events (prediction of time of death due to disease, for example) the timeinterval from the present to that estimated for the event below which the

"critical action level" is exceeded is about 2-3 years. If this holds true
for civil defense (i.e., the critical effects of nuclear attack) it appears
that for any long-term development of capabilities, strong contiriuing public
resolve in the current bipolar world atmosphere may be best sustained through
a recognized relevance of such system capabilities to peacetime disasters
(i.e., events with a short time perception interval). A design corollary of
this effect may be that civil defense systems which rely strongly on "people
system" and public acceptance (i.e., the inexpensive systems) may require
a strong built-in applicability to "regularly occurring" peacetime emergencies
in order to provide an acceptable confidence level in their performance.

PEACETIME UTILITY
I),

The foregoing arguments imply that the distributed survival system has peace-
time utility. It can be argued, with some merit, that since there is really
no way to test the performance of such systems for nuclear attack alone, the
best indicators of performance will be those which can be observed through
the action rf the civil preparedness system in meeting peacetime emergencies
and disasters. It can also be argued that the best design for a distributed
adaptive civil preparedness system for nuclear attack is that which is adapted
to the problems of peacetime emergencies as well. Some of these arguments
are given briefly below:

1. Autonomous local action is required during the first 48 hours of
most peacetime disasters.

2. Normal means of communications are often out of order (flood, earth-
quake, etc.) and the local presence of a distributed adaptive system permits
rapid restoration of communications and control.

3. Normal emergency centers are often out of commission--temporary and
expedient facilities must be assembled.

4. An accurate and intimate inventory of local resources and an effic-
ient damage assessment and resource allocation scheme is essential. "

5. Evacuation activities (for hurricanes, major fires, potential earth-
quake or flood threats to dams, etc.) are often required and provide a high
tcnsion period test of the relocation flow system.

6. Operat-ion of the State/local organizational infrastructure, the
heart of the preparedness system, is tested in the exercise of decision and
control functions, under periods of high stress.
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7. Local economic, financial, vital statlstic records and data may" evaluatedbe destroyed. The adequacy of recovery measures can be tested and

S8~. Techniques for relief, recovery, and control of ancillary derivi- •

tive threats (epidemic, fire attendant to physical destruction, loss of
transportation, food supplies, etc.) can be exercised and tested to some
degree. (The need for local'or regional autonomy is less in the peacetimeS~disaster area since, in time, the resources of the major unaffected portion

of the country can be applied.)

In summary, the development of distributed survival systems, with strong
adaptive properties, can both provide reliable and predictable survivabil-
ity and recovery potential in the event of actual nuclear attack, and alsor provide a sound basis for a useful and efficient national emergency prepared-

ness system.
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Abstract: In what follows, some basicconcepts related to
blast/fire interactions after nuclear explosions are pre-I.: sented. Several possible formulations and methods of sug-

research of the problem area is required and also O~at the

outlined research program could significantly advance the

saeof knowledge of the subject. The significance of
tetopic towariaL overall civil preparedness Is enormous.

1. Introduction *

After a nuclear explosion, several events typically hap-

pen in the following order, Figure 1:

1. There is propagation of a primary fire front;

2. The primary fire front is extinguished by the

blast wave;

3. The blast wave damages-structures and creates

a field of debris; and

N 4. Secondary fire fronts propagate from arbitrary

V ~starting points.



--a'i4I

Target 4ag~

1) ad (2) Debris field, 'I I

The primary fire front

;ýD~ebris field
+ C
Target

The secondary fire fronts, I

(4)

figure 1. Propagation of fire fronts due to the nuclear
explosions.

I1. Propagation of Fire Fronts in a Continuum I
The primary and seondary fire fronts propagate in un- j

damaged and damaged (debris) urban areas, respectively. Both

/can be treated as a continuum. I
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"A continuum can be defined by a set of coefficients i
If AC - 0, the continuum Is a deterministic field.

If C 0 0, the continuum is a stochastic field..

In considerlng fire propagati~on, urban areas and debris fields

are examples of stochastic continua, since the physical para-
meters of the fire must be defined:with a variance A;. These Iparameters are the fuel'density, the Ignition temperature,

etc. If otherwise the parameters in a fieldare essentiallyF I
constant, it is a deterministic continuumi

!
3

[V 
A

Fiur 2.Tefulbdin a oeteim
E-

I ,-,'

S~Figure 2. The fuel bed in a for'est medium.
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111. Fire Propagation in a Deterministic Continuum, (for

examPle, a forest field). "i

1. Preliminary Remarks

Vegetation fields In forests show more regularity than

one-might expect;' hence, forest media can be considered as a

-determinlstic continua with regard tollre-propagattion,

t PFigures 2 And 3.

Z

figure 3. The fuel bed in an urban area.

The direction of propagation

t
lite lamThe fuel bed

` o the point where
the fire starts

figure 4. The Idealized fuel bed.
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There have been a number of studies in an attempt to model the

behaviour of fire fronts in forest media. A brief discussion

of these mathematical models can be found in Albini [13. These

mathematical models were designed by emprical, statistical and

theoretical methods or a combination of these methods. They

consider one-dimensional and steady propagation of flame fronts

in forests. In these models, the constant propagation speed S

is generally found by the relation

K
S = (Z q)/p h q(.1)

k=1

where qk' K,p,h, and q are, respectively: the'amount of heat

which comes to or leaves a unit width of fuel bed in unit time

due to the kth heat transfer mechanism; the number of heat trans-

fer mechanisms; the specific weight of the fuel; the height of

the fuel; and, the necessary heat to ignite the unit weight of

the fuel. The evaluation of'qk's is the main concern in the

existing models.

The model presented in this paper considerv the propogation

of a fire front in forests as a moving boundary value problem

while accounting for unsteady fire front velocities. This is

the essential contribution of the presented model with respect

to the existing models. Convective and radiative heat transfer

mechanisms are investigated, and their effects on the behaviour

of flame fronts are studied. The one-dimensional propagations of

flame fronts, i.e. both translational and radial propagation, are

considered in the analysis. Radial propagation of a fire front

E-6
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is not studied in any of the previous models. These translational

and radial propagations are the dominant cases of actual forest J
fires. Ground and crown fires are studied by adjusting the I

appropriate forest parameters instead of designing separate models.

A computer package, FIRECON,is developed by using the analysis

presented in this paper. Numerical results obtained by FIRECON

are presented and compared with experimental results. The predic- I
tion sensitivity of the model is also discussed. a

2. Analysis 4
Fire fronts start to propagate and then they translate along one

dimension under the influen'.e of wind and topography. I

For the unsteady behaviour of the flame front, the average

temperature T in front of the flame front can be written as
av

T (X 0 f PI(s) T(x,sc)ds, (2.1)

0
Swhere h, pi, T, x, s and t are, respectively: the height of the

fuel bed; a weight function which describes the fuel bed with

respect to the character of the fire, which itself can be either j
ground or crown; the temperature which is also function of a vaari-

t able along the height of the fuel bed; a dimension in the direction

of the fire movement; a dumnmy variable; and, time.

Assumptions made for the one-dimensional flarae front propaga-

j tion are stated below, see Figures 4 and S.

1. The fuel bed is infinitely long in the x direction.

2. The width of the flame front normal to the x direction

S~is infinite.
3. The fuel bed has a constant height.

E-7
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4. The flame front is a straightline and starts to propagate

from the origin. "

5. Heat conduction is neglected as a heat transfer mechanism

due to the structure and dimension of the problem.

6. The fuel bed ignites when it absorbs a certain amount
of heat. "

Fuel element,
whose volume is h dx

Flm T° F - Heat out

-dx I '

Heat in

F Ilame angle I

UiOrigin, Veoiy fte li
where theVeoiyftefud

fire starts 7'(x, t TW(x+dx, t)

fr-X~t -Adx -x + dx
Fuel elvpi'nnt

Figure 5. lhe fuel element considered for the investigation of
conservation of energy.
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The conservation of energy, in terms of heat, for a fuel

elements of height h , length dx add unit width during the lapse of

time dt can be written as II

Increase in heat = Heat input - Heat output. I

The increase in heat in the fuel element is
,aT(x,t) dxh t

where c is the specific heat of fuel. 22

The heat inputs into the fuel element are described below:

The heat input by convection is .

UpcT(x,t) h dt (2.3)

where U is the velocity of the fluid (air or some other gases) in

the fuel bed, which is a porous medium.

The heat radiated from the flame within the fuel element is

Ca F t { T' - [T(x,T):•) dx dt (2.4)t f

where a , c , F and T are, respectively: the Stefan-Boltzmann A
a t f

constant; the emissivity of the flame; the geometrical view factor;

and, the flame temperature. The geometrical view factor, Steward

[2], is

F 0.5{ 1 - [(x*- cosO)I V1-2 x* cosO+x*2) ) (2.5) I
F. and i

x* - Ex - X(t))/L, (2.6)

where 0 X and L are, respectively: the flame angle (See Fig. 5);

the position of the flame front; and, the length of the flame.

The change of F during dt is ignored, since this variation has a

second order effect on the equation of conservation of energy.

The heat input from the burning embers is

E-9



Ck T x' x(t))h dt (2.7)

where ck ,-.k and a are: the emi~sivity of the embers; the ember

temperature; and, a coefficient. The radiation frum the burning

embers occurs throughout the fuel bed.I
The heat outputs from the fuel element are described below.

The heat carried'from the fuel element by the fluid is

U p c T(x+dx,t) h dt . (2.8)

The fluid velocity in the fuel element is assumed to be constant.

The amount of heat which comes from the burning embers and

leaves the fuel element is

a, -a[x-X(t)+dxl .ST (2.9)

The heat loss from the upper surface of the fuel element is

ti [T(%,t) - TO] dx dt , (2.10)

where n is the coefficient for heat losses due to radiation and

convection from the upper surface of the fuel element. T1 is the

temperature of surrounding air.

ror simplicity, It is assimed that the heat loss for drying

the fuel is considered as part of the heat for the ignition of the

fuel. This effect is treated as part of the boundary conditions

of the problem.

Expressions (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.7), (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10)

together yield the equation of conservation of energy as

OT + T C[x,X(t),T) (2.11)

where

[,,.X(t),'r] -ai[x-X(tN)) T' + aT + 03 [t-x(t))

+ a4 [x-X(t)) T' + as (2.12)

E-1O
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andI

az--(o ce/p C h) ?tExX(t)J ,

at--n/p c h1 3(C Ck Ca 7Ip c) e-a[x-x(t)]

t-(oc i4 T /p c h)FWx-X(t)]

Pc h)

The initial condition of the problem is -1

t o T w T(x) (2.13)

where To(x) is the temperature distribution in the medium prior to

the propagation of the fire front. The moving boundary of the

problem is the fire front where the fuel burns and becomes ashes

and residue. The condition at this boundary is

x X-(t) T[X(t),t] - T , (2.14)

where T is the evaluated ignition temperature. The value of . I
y y

can be expressed as I
.1

7 (Q~n M)/Pc ,(.5

where Q , n and m are: the heat necessary to ignite a unit weight
7y

of fuel; the moisture content in a unit weight of fuir; and, the heat I

necessary to dry the fuel which has one unit of moisture.

The initial condition for the moving boundary is

trC OO. (2.16) 0

The illustration of the moving boundary value is seen-in Fig. 6.

One dimensional models are quite adequate in most cases where
the fire front is being drifted by wind or topography. However,

the initial behaviour of the fire can best be described by its

radial propagation. The boundary value problem in this case can

E-1l
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be obtained as in the previous case, and

LT@ - LT - H [r, r(t),T 1 012.17)

r- where
SH[r,R(t),T]=Bj~r-R(t)]T4'+ 02 T + 03[r-R(t.)]

i': 81 =-(a C: /p c h) FrIr-R'(t)],
a r

82 -71/p c h,

83 -(o Ck a T4/p c) e-a[r-R(t)],
k. k

48 =(0 C T4Ip c h)F [r-R(t)],

0' B (n/p c h) T ,

and initial and boundary conditions are

-t 0 T T (r)

r =(O T[R(t),t)] = (2.20)
Sa aidiY

S+(Oe) = (2.21)

S= The constant velocity
i

~t6

The burned
zone -T, T T iThe fire front

.i. /x 0-o1. o+ . •.•

The unburned zone

0 t 0 T=TO rx) x

Fiour e6. The boundary value problem in the t-x plane.
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rd$ dr £ The furo.eiement

VT

rd -3L cr d

volutne of the
fuel element

The radially propagating fire front on the horizontal plane

[ Flame e
Nest out

1-

S~Heat in.

O,Flame angle
Origin,

where
Sthe fire Velocity of the fluid

starts

V. A• Rt .

IThe section along the angle €

Figure 7. The radially propagating fire front.
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In these expressions r, Ur , R(t) and Fr are, respectively: the
radial distance; the radial'velocity of the fluid in the medium;

the trajectory of the fire front; and, the geometrical view factor

for the cylindirical fire front, see Figures 7 and 8.

Fr= The geometrical

I?() "view factor

I The fire front
The fuel eleiment
L whoo2, upper su:-face

area is r dr d#

Fr = (i/7) {tan / -•-•'/-rA,?W -

[ ( 1 r * 2 " 7 / + .r * 2 + R * ) l 2 '- 1 ( r - • / • + *

Figure a. The radially propagating fire rront arid the fr-l elfm:,ent.

It is an observed fact that the velocity of the fire front

for both cases of propogation, i.e. translational and radial,
reaches a constant value. In this case, the moving boundary value

problem is

DT BT (2.22)_- + U L - f(x,St,T)

t - t T = T2(x) , (2.23)

X - S t T(St,t) T , (2.24)

and t t X =X (2.25)

E-14
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where x, f, t0 , T, and x8 respectively: the space coordinate;
0I

the r or a functitn in equation (2.1)) or (2.17); the instant at 4A

which the fire front reaches a constant speed; the temperature
£

distribution in the field at t-t; and, the coordinate of the fire frontat t-to.
A

The moving boundary vilue problems stated in this section are

highly nonlinear due to.the structure of the function f. The

F problem is further complicated because of i~ts moving boundary.

For these reasons, the finite difference method, a numerical approach,

is chosen for the solution of the problem. The method will be explained
I

in the next section.

3. Solution With the Finite Differtnce Method

The moving boundary value proble, is restated for the translational

and radial propagating fire fronts in the foilowirg form

aT 37 (3.1)
U aTJ - f [x,x(t),T)

at a

I t 0 T To(x) (3.2)

x w X(t) T[YX(t),t] 7T (3.3);: ~Y

and t X+ x -o (3.4)

Equation (3.1), in a discrete form in the grid of Fig. 9, can

be written at x, and t, when the fire front reaches the point as
Xi1J 7

i'J - T'--I + i I Ti-!i f(x'X T )

als fhx ix 31T 3J (3.5)
which is consistant with equation (3.1), McCracken et al. [3)

also noting that

Xi = (i-i)Ax i -1,2,...,- , (3.6)

t- t3  , -t1" 0 , k - 1,2,...,- (3.7)
Sk-I 

(3.7
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x j - (J-1) Ax =192P,..., '3.M

and T * , . (3.9)

W J' -1 +

In these relations, ±, j, and k are Indices and Ax, At., Ti and Ui

are respectively: the difference in x ; the time difference when

the fire front propagates between x._ and X the temperature

at the points x > Xj; and, the velocity of the fluid at x1 .'

Equation (3.5) gives the values Of Tid as

ST [at Ax f(x 1 , Xj, T* i., + bx T

S+ U i Atj T _~ ]I(bX A- At U i)-

! TxThe fire fron.t

- --- - .- , ----
+ t t, . 3.0

ii

"At

0 x1  x 2 ,x i. xi x. +
.x 4 - A x. & .* • .+

Figure 9. The grid constructed in the t-x plane for the .olutioa

"of boundary value problem.

E1
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The discrete forms of the initial and boundary conditions

are
T,. To(x) (3.11

1, jj j1 ~ (3.12)
and To T -l 0T.

By considering

J,, y J /2 , (3.13)

equations (3.10), (3.11) and (3.13) yield that

t At - (T - )(x). (3.14)

Equations (3.14), (3.7) and 3.8) define the position of the

fire front; also, the temperature field at the instant t and at

the point x± (xi >x.) can be found by equation (3.10). This is

the solution to the moving boundary value problem.

The ratio

s - i+1 (3.15)

gives the velocity at x . The criterion

(p s I(SI+1 - S1)/Si < V 0 (< 1) (3.16)

defines the point x at which the flame front reaches its constant

value. Then, the trajectory of the flame front can be defined as

tw (x-xS)/ s + t (3.17)S B :

dhere t- is the time from the start of the fire to the time at

which the fire front reaches a constant value.

The convergence of the numerical scheme is investigated by

considering several values of Ax. If the final grid in the t-x

plane is constructed by choosing a value of Ax, then for any value of

Ax Taller, convergence is obtained if the arrival time of the fire

front to the maximum observation distance differs by a negligible

E-17



amount for the two valucs of Ax.

The choice of At through equjtion (3.14), provides stability

to the numerical scheme. This choice assures that any value of

temperature in front of the fire front can not exceed T which is

the maximum temperature in the medium. -A

4. Applications and Gonclusion A

SA computer package, FIRECON, Cekirge [4], has been prepared

based on the analysis presented in the previous section. The

accuracy of the theoretical prediction, using FIRECON, is tested

by comparing it with the experimental data given by Woolliscroft

L5], [6) and [7], and also by Teljsin [8]. This comparison is

shown Table 1. In this table, s* , and s* are the constant velocities
F1 2

of the front found experimentally and obtained in [8] which considers

only radiation. P. ands* are the velocities of the fire front,
3 4

Sevaluated by FIRECON, when it reaches a constant value, considering

only radiation and radiation and convection effects, respectively,

The results are compared in the sense of 4, which is

1/2

C Pm' 0

where tp, p and p are respectively: the relative error in the

pth evaluation; an index; and, the numbers of forest fires considered.

The following conclusions can be made by examining Table 1:

1. The evaluations which consider only radiation effects, i.e.

s* and S* , show almost the same sensitivity, tF=0.73 and
0.71 respectively.

2. The evaluations which consider both radiation and convection

effects, i.e. S* values, improve the prediction sensitivity

for the propagation of fire fronts in forests since 4c
[-I

• . , .. . .. . . .
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becomes 0.31 for the case. Convection has been included by choosing j
an imaginary flow in the forest by'considering the existing wind in

the medium. The choice of the proper values for u (the fluid velocity)

is made by the relation

U u- . , O< 1<1 (4.2)

where a and u are rfspectively: a coefficient; and the wind velocity.

The selection of values forawas based on the computer experiments,

but with no aid from experimental evidence, since the references [5),

(6] and [7) give only values of wind and do not provide any information I
about the flow inside the forest. For the selection of a's, it is

assumed that the flow velocity in the forest is less than the measured

wind velocity.

Moreover, the computed results given by FIRECON show that fire _

fronts propagate radially faster that they t ranslate. This fact

car also be seen by considering the structure of the geometrical

view factor, which is the energy scattering property of the fire

front in radially propagating forest fires.

The consideration of energy losses also improves the sensitivity

of prediction of FIRECON. However, results of this are not given .

in this paper, since the choice of heat loss coefficients could not

be based on experimental facts.

The contribution of this study can be summarized as:!

1. The mathematical model and the computer package, FIRECON,

provide possibility of predicting unsteady as well as the

radial behaviour of fire fronts.

2. The effects of convection and heat losses can be included

in the prediction.
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3. The temperature field in front of the fire front can also

be evaluated. This would .rovlde valuable information

when considering the use of fire extinction methods such

as trenching, water or chemical spraying, etc..*

It should also be mentioned that the calibration and improve-

iment of the model. needs an enormous amount of detailed

experimental data. It is obvious, of course, that it would be

expensive, lengthy and difficult to obtain such data. However,

the importance of the problem justifies efforts toward acquiring

this data.

S. Propagation of Fire Fronts in Two-dimensions

The problem must be studied as a moving boundary value problem

|V in two-dimensions, Figure 10.

+ Tepit whr h iesat

I

Figure 10. Propagation of fire fronts in two-dimensions
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6,.' Stability of the Fire Front; Extinguishment

On page 15, equation (j.14)

,it. (TY-Tj~j1) /f (xj,.,*Tri)

gives the incremental movement of the fire front. The function

f depends upon all of the physical parameters of the fuel bed

including the velopity of the fluid (air and other gases) in the

medium. The condition

Atj 0 At

is the satisfactory condition for the slowing or stopping of the

fire front, which corresponds to its extinguishment and At is an

experimental value. When 6ti reaches the value At, the gases and

the flame, w-hich tausC the kindling, are removed by the

air flow through the medium.

7. Thoughts on Improvement of the Model

The mondel must be compared with more experimental data, to better

define the o's which represent the heat losses in the fuel bed.

The turbulent convection energy transfer can also be considered

a, (Tf1 "T y) exp(-a2 x2

where Tfl = the flame temnperature

E-22
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and a8 and a2  the coefficients.

*1
The coefficients aI and a7 must be determined. .4

IV. Flow Field in the Medium I

The excited shock wave due to the nuclear explosion is the i

main reason for the convective energy transfer. The shock

propagates in the medium until it attenuates to zero strength. i

The propagation of the shock wave effects the energy equation,
I

i.e. the temperature and flow fields are coupled in the medium. '

Then the field equations for both fields,

L1 (T; U) = 0

and L2 (T, U) = 0. La
L2 = the differential operator for the energy field. II

L2=the differential operator for the flow field. I

In section IIl,L 2 iL ignored since the flow is assumed to be

excited by wind alone, and is also assumed to be known apriori.

However, the blast/fire interaction can be treated as a decoupled

system.

Furthermore, a porosity concept of the flow field in an urban area

E rZ 3



must be considered. Obviously, this concept is strongly

dependent upon the concentration of buildings in the

urban area.

V. Fire Propagation in a Stochastic Medium

The fire parameters must be determined from maps which depict

the target area. For the propagation of the primary fire front,

the area maps can be easily analyzed to determine the fire
PI

parameters. However, the parameters of secondary fires show

a strong probabilistic nature due to the structural damage

from the blast wave.

The source points for the secondary fires can be determined in.

a probabilistic manner by reconsidering the extinguished fire

front and the fire field in a medium which does not have a shock
*"

wave but which does have a new flow field. The values of Atjs

become smaller than the critical At and then the fire starts.

For either primary or secondary fires, the problem should be

handled as a two-dimensional moving boundary value problem in a

stochastic medium. The coupling and decoupling of the temperature

E-24
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I

and the flow field arc, the main difficulties in definition of
%I

the problem.

In stochastic models, thie coefficients and parameters are

defined with a varianc,Ž, i.e.,
B4I:

and the results also exhibit a variance such as the positioni
S

of the fire front

e jR(t) matR(t)

I and the temperature field

T:t AT.

These models give more reliable results.

i"The jumping ember's and burning materials (spotting) is also an

important mechanism for the transfer of fire. The spottings occur

in a probabilistic manner, and these burning materials become

I starting points of new lires.

SVI. Research Objectives

1. Design an algorithm to find the parameters for primary fires

from a given map of an undamaged area. (Perhaps, a new computer

hardware is necessary to design for offensive and

defensive purposes.-'



F 2. Design an algorithm to find the parameters for secondary

fire fronts, provided the structural damage and its

consequences can be determined.

3. The deterministic mathematical models must be studied and

solved.

4. The stochastic mathematical models TOUSL be prepared and

solved.

5. The optimum algorithms and computer packages must be

prepared.
6. Model studies must be done.

VII. Final Remarks

The one-dimensional deterministic model is a iited attermipt

for the problem, which covers maybe ten rppcent of the

r phenomnirnon.

This article will also be published partially in the Journal
nf "Computers and Mathematics and its Applications."
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Fire from a nuclear-wespons attack -is a direct threat to the-popu-
lation of the United States and an indirect, long-term threat to national* -
survival because fire can destroy the shelter, sustaining resources, and
industrial machinery essential'to economic recovery. Unresolved questions
about interactions between blast effects and fire effects preclude any.-
reliable estimates of the incendiary outcome of a nuclear attack on the
United-States. As-such, these uncertainties area major obstacle to

- defense planning and interfere-with national security policymaking at
"the h±ghest levels. .

To-orectify the technical deficiencies underlying the lack of, pre-
* dictabiliey of the incendiary outcome of-nuclear.-attack on.the United

States and to t formulate a.well-directed program of research, the Defense
, Civil Preparedness Agency contracted with SRI International-in early 1978-,
to convene a conference of-authorities on fire, air blast, structural - "
response., and. related technologies. -This report covers the proceedings

-of that.conference and its. accomplishments.

The conferees identified the technical deficiencies that prevent or
inhibit the development of a theoretical or analytical basis for predicting

fire effects under the uncertainties introduced by interaction with air-
blast waves and blast effects. Recognizing the inherent uncertainties
concerning any future nuclear event, and constrained to a planning philo-
sophy that requires the level of technical understanding to be consistent
with practical utility and commensurate with the level of perceived
threat, the conferees developed a logical,, analytical framework for -

*structuring and performing a research program to either eliminate
technical deficiencies or reduce to an acceptable level the contribution
these deficiencies add to the uncertainties in damage prediction,
Recommendations were made for early attention to specific deficiencies
that are readily distinguished as key issues that prevent the development
of credible-fire/blast models. Beyond this, most program elements could
be seen in outline only, although the conferees unanimously held that
analytical modeling of blast-fire interactions was not only the goal of
the program, but a necessary adjunct, through sensitivity analysis, of
program planning and review,

This report describes, in some detail, the first two years (fiscal
years 1979 and 1980) of an optimally funded program of 5-yr duration.
The technical objective of the program was to produce an analytical
method for reliably predicting fire behavior and incendiary-damage pro-
duction. Three levels of modeling detail were seen as the minimum
requirement.,
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0 A'general urban fire-4distribution/spread model for - i

.areas of light-to-moderate building damage. o areas
• 0 A "hal.e-An-ýthe-doughnut", model, applicable to~areas

of heavy damage, i
A specific-resource vulnerability model' applicable

' . -. to a critical resource threatened by fire exposure.

Choice and/or development of the necessary analytical methodology .
is.a first order of business. Unfortunately, little progress can be ,
made until the basic-blast/fire interactions are understood. This, in
turn,- necessitates experimental investigations of the.causal..factors and
C .oncepts, and determinations of input data and empiricisms. Therefore,
"a strong experimental program is recomended to. support and interactively.

" complement the theoretical and analytical developments..

"" The FY79 program, estimated to cost- $920K, initiates development "

"of.blast/fire predictive modeling complemented.by analysis- of.dynamic"
structural 're~sponse and debris *distribution 6alculations:-for single . - =structures and a renewed attempt to estimate secondary fire incidence

structural espo setnddorisa distriuton caultosorine
from .retrospective,.historical data on earthquakes, wind storms, and.
explosions." SExperimental tasks include .drag-lift experiments to. com-

. plement debris translation calculations and .shocktube studies of the _'
physics of interactions of blast waves with:burning objects- of idealized.
geometry and composition. These experiments would be coordinated with
the development of a dynamic-flow, boundary-layer theory for shock/fire
interaction.

The FY1980 program would see a substantially increased level of
activity,-estimated to cost about $1.3 million. Much of the work initiated
in FY79 would be continued; verification experiments in connection with
Misty Castle-high-explosive tests are a Uggested. Structural res-
ponses and debris distribution calculations would attempt to treat the
more practical situations found in urban complexes. The development of
the predictive blast/fire analytical models would parallel large and
small scale experiments. If sensitivity studies, initiated in FY79,
show the uncertainties to be important, the doubtful ignition thres-
holds for large areas of mixed fuels, especially the question of whether
transient ignition in or is not important, would be reliably established
through experiment.

This program is expected to culminate with one or more full-scale
sinuations of urban/industrial complexes subjected to the combined
blast and fire effects of a nuclear explosion, possibly involving a HE
test series dedicated to resolution of blast/fire problems.

A program of this scope, and relatively short duration, requires
strong, consistently applied monitoring and -coordination to ensure that ,
the obtainable goals are significant, to maintain a level of performance
that is consistent with need, and to synchronize complementary or depen-
dent elements. These requirements point to the need for DCPA to
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F I - --designate a lead laboratory to conduct some key across-the-board elesentaof the research and to. direct and coordinate the� variety of complimentary
tasks done by contractors and other contributors. .
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